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Abstract 

Martin McDonagh is considered to be one of the chief contemporary Irish-British playwrights, 

who also became an accomplished and universally acclaimed screenwriter and director of films. 

This BA thesis aims to explore the ethical side of his work, focusing on the “non-Irish” plays 

and films: namely on the plays The Pillowman (2003), Behanding in Spokane (2010) and 

Hangmen (2015) and on the films In Bruges (2008), Seven Psychopaths (2012) and Three 

Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri (2017). In all of the aforementioned, McDonagh focuses 

on diverse ethical issues such as responsibility, justice, violence, racial prejudice, redemption 

and other themes. The way McDonagh approaches these ethical issues is mainly through his 

masterfully crafted characters. Most of them have distinguishable individual moralities or moral 

codes and it is therefore chiefly the analysis of these characters that provides comment on ethics. 

Given the subjectivism expressed in the work, it becomes apparent that McDonagh’s oeuvre 

inclines toward moral relativism, although McDonagh himself rejects ascribing to any 

established theory (this suggest rather a post-modern approach to ethics). Another important 

aspect that is also be discussed in the thesis is McDonagh’s implicit challenging the 

audience/reader, who are encouraged to reflect on their own notion of moral issues, as 

McDonagh seldom forces any specific interpretation or moral judgement. In order to effectively 

provide analysis of author’s work, this thesis references accomplished experts on McDonagh’s 

work such as Patrick Lonergan, Eamonn Jordan, Jose Lanters or Ondřej Pilný. Besides the 

introductory chapter and conclusion, each of the two chapters focuses on one medium: Chapter 

2 on plays and Chapter 3 on films. Individual pieces of McDonagh’s work in the respective 

chapters are arranged in chronological order. Overall, McDonagh’s attention to ethical themes 

proves to be one of the reasons he, despite writing highly entertaining dark comedies, can be 

considered a serious author.    
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Abstrakt 

 

Martin McDonagh je považován za jednoho z předních současných irsko-britských dramatiků, 

který se také stal úspěšným a světově uznávaným scenáristou and režisérem filmů. Tato baka-

lářská práce má za cíl prozkoumat etickou stránku jeho děl, zaměřující se na „neirské“ divadelní 

hry a filmy: jmenovitě na hry The Pillowman (2003), Behanding in Spokane (2010), Hangmen 

(2015) a na filmy In Bruges (2008), Seven Pszchopaths (2012) a Three Billboards Outside Eb-

bing, Missouri (2017). Ve všech výše uvedených se McDonagh zaměřuje na rozmanité etické 

otázky jako je zodpovědnost, spravedlnost, násilí, rasové předsudky, vykoupení a další. Způsob, 

jakým McDonagh přistupuje k těmto etickým otázkám, je hlavně skrze jeho mistrně vystavěné 

postavy. Většina z těchto postav má odlišitelnou individuální morálku či morální kodex a je to 

tedy hlavně analýza těchto postav, která poskytuje komentář k etice. Vzhledem k subjektivismu 

vyjádřeným v dílech se stává zřejmé, že McDonaghovo dílo celkově tíhne k morálnímu relati-

vismu, ačkoliv sám McDonagh odmítá příslušnost k jakékoli ustálené teorii (spíše se tu nazna-

čuje post-moderní přístup k etice). Další důležitý aspekt, který je také probíraný v této práci, je 

McDonaghovo implicitní vyzývání diváka/čtenáře, který je tak pobídnout, aby reflektoval na 

svoje vlastní vnímání morálních otázek, jelikož McDonagh zřídkakdy vnucuje jakoukoli speci-

fickou interpretaci či morální soud. Aby bylo možné efektivně poskytnout analýzu autorova 

díla, tato práce odkazuje na vynikající odborníky na McDonaghovo dílo jako jsou Patrick Lo-

nergan, Eamonn Jordan, José Lanters či Ondřej Pilný. Kromě úvodní kapitoly a závěru, se každá 

z dvou hlavních kapitol zaměří na jedno médium: Kapitola 2 na divadelní hry a Kapitola 3 na 

filmy. Jednotlivá díla McDonagha v příslušných kapitolách jsou řazena chronologicky. Cel-

kově McDonaghova pozornost k etickým tématům dokazuje být jedním z důvodů, proč, ačkoliv 

píše vysoce zábavné černé komedie, může být považován za vážného autora. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

In the introduction to his monograph on the work of Martin McDonagh, Patrick 

Lonergan praised the famous Irish-British author subsequently: “As a theatre-goer, the aspect 

McDonagh’s work that I most love is that it sends people out into the streets afterwards 

thinking.”1 Lonergan also added that McDonagh’s success “only makes sense when we think 

of McDonagh’s work as functioning not on a page but in a theatre (or on screen) – that is, before 

an audience.”2 Lonergan here emphasised McDonagh’s unique abilities as a storyteller and the 

added value of audience’s engagement with the work. Inevitably, a perceptive audience would 

also, despite bearing witness to a dark comedy, consider implications of ethical themes: 

especially when McDonagh departed from his version of Ireland. Peculiarly so, the “non-Irish” 

work, both dramatic and cinematic, marked an increase in the engagement in ethical themes. 

This contrasts heavily with the nature of dark comedy and the very nature of McDonagh’s 

earlier plays. Whether it is the question of justice in the play Hangmen (2015) or that of 

redemption in the film In Bruges (2008), to discard these as simply entertaining would prove a 

disservice to the author and his work. These impulses, in their simplicity, formed an incentive 

to a broader analysis of moral themes in McDonagh’s work: one that would, hopefully provide 

a possible approach to this aspect of the author’s endeavours. 

 The reasons behind focusing on the “non-Irish” part of McDonagh’s are manifold. 

Candidly, the most obvious reason is that of the sheer quantity of critical writing on 

McDonagh’s whole oeuvre would produce. Another reason is that there is already rich, almost 

suffocating number of critical attention that McDonagh’s “Irish” work amassed. Attention that 

dealt hugely with McDonagh’s representation of “Irishness”3, his literal influences, style of 

 
1 Patrick Lonergan, The Theatre and Films of Martin McDonagh (London: Methuen Drama, 2012) xxi. 
2 Lonergan, xvi. 
3
 As the other major aspects of McDonagh’s work (such as his possible literary influences, his style of dialogue or 

his representation of Ireland) are not a focus of this thesis, their treatment will be significantly reduced. Suspect 

Cultures: Narrative, Identity & Citation in 1990s New Drama (Praha: Litteraria Pragensia, 2006) written by Clare 
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dialogue and comedy, and last but not least with his own celebrity. Other themes, those 

pertaining to the work rather than its context, are arguably undernourished in McDonagh’s 

“Irish” work. The most thematically involved reason is that McDonagh’s “Irish” work simply 

did not offer much to begin with: certainly not as many themes regarding ethics. Of course, 

examples in The Beauty Queen of Leenane (1996) or The Lonesome West (1997) did prove 

McDonagh is aware and interested in ethical themes. Despite that fact, his “non-Irish” 

contribution, especially his films, marked an increase in exploration of such themes (as this 

thesis will explore). 

To complicate matters slightly, the ethical themes and issues vary depending on the 

work: while some do interconnect, some are rather singular. Common and general theme 

McDonagh pursues is responsibility, be it authorial responsibility, culpability or social 

responsibility. The Pillowman (2003), his first published “non-Irish” play, deals heavily with 

authorial responsibility and also offers characters with distinguished moral code. Nevertheless, 

the author also delves into several ethical issues: in the play Hangmen (2015) and the film Three 

Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri (2017) he focuses on justice: in the first it is with an 

intriguing perspective on capital punishment. Redemption is very much the fulcrum of the film 

In Bruges (2008). Consecutively, the issue of violence and retribution is a central theme of 

Seven Psychopaths (2012). Finally, the issue of racial prejudice is also not alien to McDonagh, 

as it is a significant part of Behanding in Spokane (2011). As is evident from the rather erratic 

enumeration, it is not easy to pinpoint a single moral theme as McDonagh impressively 

manages to encompass many perspectives on many questions of ethical nature.  The key 

question then becomes: How does he approach ethics and morality? 

To provide a sort of framework to ethics and the way morality will be approached and 

understood will prove crucial. First is the overall approach to ethics. Even though McDonagh 

 
Wallace serves as an insightful introduction to various contexts regarding McDonagh and other playwrights. The 

book, in its section about McDonagh, focuses precisely on his “Irish” work. 
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clearly rejects or eludes any established set of principles, his work inclines arguably towards 

ethical relativism. Even though the idea of moral relativism has been widely discussed, revised 

and disseminated, its basic notion is the adversity towards absolute moral values. David Wong, 

who ascribes to moral relativism, agrees that “there is no single true morality.”4 James 

Kellenberger also provides an insightful inquiry into its many forms. In his book Moral 

Relativism, Moral Diversity, & Human Relationship, he characterizes the idea of moral 

relativism as “broad enough to cover virtues, rights, obligations, and right and wrong action.”5 

What Kellenberger also incorporated in his characterization was the important distinction of 

“societal or group forms” and ”individual”6 forms of moral relativism. The first mentioned 

relates to whole communities, cultures and religions while the second considers individual 

moral values. Harmonizing various takes on moral relativism, Kellenberg states “there can be 

forms of individual moral relativism, according to which morality is relative to individual 

attitudes and beliefs.”7 The “individual form” of moral relativism conveniently fits the style of 

McDonagh’s writing and will be considered for this thesis. McDonagh rarely ventures to 

describe whole communities but mainly focuses on individuals and their morality. Of course, 

McDonagh does not only rely on individual moral codes of characters to explore ethical issues 

but also considers the context in which the characters find themselves. Nevertheless, in some 

instances McDonagh’s work works well with this particular idea of ethics in mind. Naturally, 

a closer specification of the term morality is also required. 

Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy states: “In the sense most closely related to the 

original descriptive sense, ‘morality’ refers to a guide to behaviour put forward by some group 

 
4 David B. Wong, Moral Relativity (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1984) 1.  
5 James Kellenberg, Moral Relativism, Moral Diversity, & Human Relationship (Pennsylvania: The Pennsylva-

nia University State Press, 2001) 29.  
6 Kellenberg, 29. 
7 Kellenberg, 27. 
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other than a society, for example, a religious group.”8 The morality in this original sense will 

be discussed for example in In Bruges, specifically the idea of Christian morality and its 

influence on characters. However, it is also stated that “’morality’ is taken to mean that guide 

to behavior that is regarded by an individual as overriding.”9 and it is this particular sense that 

allows for most efficient engagement in McDonagh’s work.  

While McDonagh’s work show signs of the aforementioned ethical theory, it is 

important to note that when dealing with ethical issues, McDonagh’s work does not adhere 

strictly to any existing ethical theory per se, and it should therefore prove fruitless to force it 

upon his work in such a way. The way characters work in McDonagh’s oeuvre suggest rather a 

postmodern stance. In this case, it is the postmodernism that Jean-Francois Lyotard defined as 

‘incredulity towards metanarratives’10, be it political, philosophical and in extension ethical 

theories. This “incredulity” manifests in rejection of objective truth and universalism, 

particularly in ethics. McDonagh himself stated in an interview from 1997 he is “not into any 

kind of...-ism, politically, socially, religiously, all that stuff”11 and has since, particularly in his 

“non-Irish” work, proven to remain as such. As Lanters pointed out (yet not maintained 

personally) this may naturally lead to the assumption of “nihilistic relativism in its rejection of 

traditional values and forms of knowledge.”12 Occasionally, critics such as Paul Taylor dismiss 

McDonagh as having a “disturbingly defective moral sense”.13  It is valid that by adopting or 

expressing a postmodern stance in regards to ethics can result in something akin to moral 

nihilism, but in relation to both the dramatic and the cinematic “non-Irish” work of McDonagh, 

such a statement seems problematic. The way he writes his characters and plots suggests a 

 
8“The Definition of Morality“, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2007 Edition)  https://stan-

ford.library.sydney.edu.au/archives/win2007/entries/morality-definition/#1 25 July 2020. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (Manchester: Manchester 

University Press, 1984) xxiv. 
11 Fintan O’Toole, ‘Nowhere Man’, Irish Times (26 Apr. 1997), 1. 
12 Lanters, 168. 
13 Paul Taylor, “Review: The Pillowman at Cottesloe Theatre, NT, London”, Independent (17 Nov. 2003). 

https://stanford.library.sydney.edu.au/archives/win2007/entries/morality-definition/#1
https://stanford.library.sydney.edu.au/archives/win2007/entries/morality-definition/#1
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different approach: rather than clearly take a side on a moral issue, he explores various 

perspectives of it through his characters and their action. Moreover, although generally rejecting 

the aforementioned “metanarratives” or “-isms”, McDonagh oftentimes uses and borrows 

certain aspects of them. For example, In Bruges (2008) offers undeniably references to 

Christian morality, but rather selectively and through characters’ lens. This is not to condemn 

the author as a regular pastiche writer: although he occasionally borrows or references other 

works of literature or film, his abilities as a story-teller and the way he approaches various 

themes confront this simplistic notion. Finally, the way McDonagh develops and concludes his 

stories is in a fashion that requires reader/audience’s participation: what could be dismissed as 

simply an inconclusiveness may as well pose an invitation to consider moral (and other) aspects 

of both the work, and its characters. 

Given McDonagh's careful structuring of plots and his penchant for irony, discerning 

some sort of overall message is nearly impossible. McDonagh rarely takes sides: same as the 

writer Katurian from The Pillowman (2003), he aims to tell stories without imparting his 

personal view, or at least he maintains this illusion quite expertly. However, and this is crucial, 

it would prove detrimental to confuse this ‘distance’ with disregard. 

Since it is futile to extract and postulate McDonagh’s own morality, it is therefore 

mainly examining McDonagh’s characters that provides comments on ethical themes. These 

characters each have their own perspectives on morality, and in many instances develop a sort 

of moral code: it is therefore through the characters themselves that ethical themes and issues 

are explored.  

Worthy of mention are some aspects of McDonagh’s work that arguably complicate 

such analysis. The very obvious aspect is humour, which has been a much-discussed topic in 

relation to ethics. As is globally known, McDonagh almost exclusively writes dark comedies 

(with Three Billboards being arguably a more serious venture) dealing with criminal elements, 
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various forms of violence, suicides, prejudiced characters and many more serious and sensitive 

themes. John Morreall, in his book Comic Relief – A Comprehensive Philosophy of Humor 

(New Directions in Aesthetics) (2009), sees humour not necessarily as an emotion but generally 

as “disengagement”. He argues: 

Because we need no belief or desires about objects of amusement, there is no need to 

 do anything about them, either. While emotions prompt us to fight, flee, mate, nurture, 

 or take other action in the face of danger or opportunity, amusement is idle.14 

 

This argument would effectively disconnect McDonagh’s humour from the way he approaches 

moral themes. However, as Moreall distinguished, humour can also have three harmful effects, 

morality-wise: irresponsibility, blocking compassion and promoting prejudice.15 

 The first problem relates more to real-life situations than art (as an audience can hardly 

act upon something seen in a play or a film), but “blocking compassion” (in this case, “insulting 

those who are suffering, thus increasing their suffering”)16 is seemingly an issue in McDonagh’s 

work but it is again a question of characters’ perspectives. For example, Ray from In Bruges is 

openly amused by “midget” Jimmy, who suffers from dwarfism (although Ray is never heard 

or seen openly berating his stature or defects). Despite this, the characters of Jimmy and James 

from Three Billboards, both suffering from dwarfism, are not caricature nor comic relief in 

themselves, but a regularly fleshed out characters. Somewhat similar situation is with Michal, 

the mentally challenged character in The Pillowman: as for the fidelity of representation of 

mental disorders, this would depend heavily on the particular actor’s portrayal. Nevertheless, it 

could be taken as an issue in McDonagh’s work as well. Again, what would seem as deliberately 

immoral on McDonagh’s side can arguably be a provocation. 

 As for the third problem, McDonagh is certainly not shying away from such sensitive 

themes and, as will be argued in the section about Behanding, his work does feature prejudiced 

 
14 John Morreall, Comic Relief – A Comprehensive Philosophy of Humor (New Directions in Aesthetics) (New 

Jersey: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009) 31. 
15 Morreall, 102-110. 
16 Morreall, 103. 
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characters, but the author himself does not seem to promote prejudice by his humour rather than 

expose its absurdity. 

 Especially tied with the issue of blocking compassion is another complicating aspect in 

McDonagh: violence and its depiction. Violent acts are plentiful in McDonagh’s “non-Irish” 

work, but they, in most cases, serve the plot and are not necessarily gratuitous (compared to, 

for example, the exploding cat in the “Irish” The Lieutenant from Inishmore). Even there are, 

however, exceptions: the film Seven Psychopaths features excessive and grotesque violence 

that serves little to no purpose for the plot. Although there is quite serious rumination over 

violence and retribution in the film, the gruesome acts carry no meaning and, due to their almost 

parodical nature, they seem only to satisfy, paradoxically, by disgust. That does bring an 

imbalance in the analysis of this particular film, as will be explored. 

 The thesis will analyse McDonagh’s dramatic and cinematic endeavours separately, as 

there are certain differences between the two media: one chapter will therefore focus on the 

“non-Irish” stage plays while the other on “non-Irish” films, both in chronological order. 
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Chapter 2 – Plays 

Writer’s Responsibility: The Pillowman 

The Pillowman (2003) marks a departure in McDonagh’s oeuvre by not only leaving the 

Ireland as settings but also by interspersing author’s specific style of comedy with serious 

themes. At the same time it is important to highlight that McDonagh wrote The Pillowman a 

fair while back (an early version had its first public reading in 1995)1 and the finished version 

in 1998) so talking about some sort of overall author’s development would prove tricky: more 

likely it shows that even then McDonagh had the awareness and willingness to explore the 

serious as much as funny. Yet, regarding exploration of ethical themes, McDonagh still does 

not devote to them with such consistency and care. All serious themes contained in the story 

are consciously touched upon, commented on and in many instances ridiculed. Ondřej Pilný 

argued: “The Pillowman is characterized by an incessant switching of themes.”2 Certainly, the 

play does not seem to hold on to any major theme for long: that in itself suggests a disregard 

for any seriousness. Moreover, speaking for the whole of the play, there is no overlaying moral 

to the story but several points that discuss moral questions. They are undeniably all linked with 

the troubled morality of the characters: that alone makes these character more unique. And it is 

through characters that McDonagh observes an ethical dimension of the story. 

 The story itself, set in a random totalitarian state, revolves around a writer Katurian who 

is being interrogated by two policemen – Tupolski and Ariel. Apparently, someone is enacting 

grisly murders in the manner of Katurian’s short stories; stories, which are more often than not 

dark and full of violence. Also in the custody is Katurian’s mentally ill brother Michal: most 

likely as a leverage. Yet, it is later revealed that Michal is the one using his brother’s stories as 

 
1“Finborough Theatre Productions from 1990-2000, <https://finboroughtheatre.co.uk/the-archive/1990-2000/> 5 

Aug. 2020. 
2 Ondřej Pilný, “Grotesque Entertainment: The Pillowman as Puppet Theatre”, The Theatre of Martin 

McDonagh: A World of Savage Stories, eds. Lilian Chambers and Eamonn Jordan (Dublin: Carysfort Press, 

2006) 214. 

https://finboroughtheatre.co.uk/the-archive/1990-2000/
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an inspiration for the grisly crimes he commits. The story offers many twisted turns which will 

challenge and explore all four characters. But before venturing deeper into these characters, 

there is one seemingly unimportant issue to discuss and that is the setting of the story: the 

totalitarian state. 

What matters more than the actual physical space of a police interrogation is the overall 

setting of a totalitarian state itself; or rather the idea behind it. Is it set there simply to usher the 

plot in bleak settings of hopelessness and futility? It is unspecified, almost sloppily generic and 

there is little political statement here; there are hardly any particularities that would tie this 

setting to reality, present or past. More likely, McDonagh may have sought the association it 

would conjure in the minds of reader/audience. Eamonn Jordan noted on the unprecise nature 

of the setting: “It is more the spirit of totalitarianism that McDonagh is after, and not the 

preciseness of the socio/political parameters, which some critics found lacking”3  Therefore 

themes like abuse of power, the limitation of freedom and others would inevitably become a 

part of the story. This rather briefly stated settings thus inherently implies a fertile ground for 

ethical issues. Such a setting allows exactly for this type of gruesome story because the very 

aura of totalitarianism invites it. 

Each character presents, by his action or belief, an ethical issue in one way or another 

and each character deals with the extreme. Both Tupolski and Ariel serve the totalitarian state 

as two policemen and even though neither of them should possess any individual moral code 

(individuality hardly fits the typical trope of totalitarian law enforcers), they still develop a 

particular set of principles and values, each of them quite unique. The play also heavily deals 

with authorial responsibility: this is connected mainly with the character of Katurian. The 

character of his brother also has a significant position in the play, which deals with blame, 

innocence and the value of human life. This also ties naturally with the way the play proceeds. 

 
3 Eamonn Jordan, “War on Narrative: The Pillowman”, The Theatre of Martin McDonagh: A World of Savage 

Stories, eds. Lilian Chambers and Eamonn Jordan (Dublin: Carysfort Press, 2006) 179. 
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Almost every character kills: on-stage or reportedly. There is lot of violence and questionable 

acts. In this world even fairy tales are stories about death and misery. The problematic morality 

of the characters corresponds clearly with the nature of the setting.   

 Katurian, for example distinguishes himself in his view on responsibility: From his 

perspective, it is firstly the authorial responsibility. It is very early in the play where Katurian 

reveals his view on literature and storytelling. Lonergan lucidly argued about McDonagh’s 

Pillowman from the standpoint of authorial responsibility through Katurian: 

It [The Pillowman] comprehensibly asserts the autonomy of the writer, arguing that 

although a storyteller can elicit reactions of pleasure or pity or disgust, he or she is not 

responsible if audiences choose to react negatively to what they read, see or hear.4 

Katurian believes that he is not responsible for actions his stories might indirectly induce. Even 

though themes and contents of Katurian’s stories could be arguably immoral, they are not 

supposed to incite or instruct anything outside the story; again, the protagonist defends himself: 

“I’m not trying to say anything at all! That’s my whole thing.”5 Yet nobody really cares as 

Tupolski dismisses such a statement: “Blah blah blah, I know.”(16) However, this simple notion 

that a story-teller’s duty is merely “to tell stories” (7) is then slightly developed. Patrick 

Lonergan argued that Katurian somehow establishes four artistic principles – a sort of code of 

conduct. After asserting what Lonergan called “the autonomy of the writer”, the second main 

point is for literature to be apolitical.6 Katurian says: “I say if you’ve got a political axe to grind, 

if you’ve got a political what-do-you-call-it, go write a fucking essay, I will know where I 

stand.” (7) A third point that Lonergan noted is that, according to Katurian, readers can “draw 

their own conclusions.” (11) The fourth principle is the rejection of the idea that fiction must 

always be “autobiographical”.7 On every occasion Katurian talks about his code he expresses 

 
4 Lonergan, 101 
5 Martin McDonagh, The Pillowman (London: Faber & Faber, 2003) 16. All future references are to this edition 

and will be included in parentheses in the text. 
6 Lonergan, 106. 
7 Lonergan, 107. 
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great passion and verve – often accompanied by profanities and, strangely enough, lack for 

words: 

I say if you’ve got a political axe to grind, if you’ve got a political what-do-ya-call-it, 

go write a fucking essay, I will know where I stand. I say keep your left-wing this, keep 

your right-wing that and tell me a fucking story! You know (7) 

The way Katurian defends his principles with such an audacity is almost out of place (so far in 

the story he is otherwise scared and compliant) but it does put significance to his convictions. 

Especially his first principle has to do with responsibility. In Katurian’s eyes, it absolves him 

of any responsibility for any reaction he raises by his stories. He, however, takes actual 

responsibility for his, as Ariel puts it, “subnormal” (24) brother, Michal. Even though he 

principally should not have any responsibility for the extreme reaction Michal elicited from the 

stories, he cannot abandon his responsibilities towards his family. In a cruel twist, it is revealed 

that Michal enacted the murders inspired by his brother’s writing. It is not Katurian’s fault that 

someone chose to enact the horrible acts of his stories. The blame should be solely on Michal. 

Yet Michal’s character in its nature presents a conundrum of sorts. 

His code or any set of values is undeveloped as he possesses the mindset of a child. The 

human life has no value for him except for his brother Katurian, whom he, albeit 

unintentionally, endangered. He, as an inquisitive child would, simply wants to enact the stories 

of his brother, to somehow materialize them before him and to see how “far-fetched” (50) they 

were. Combined with his horrific childhood at the hands of his sadistic parents and the stories 

relating twisted and morbid scenarios, his acts, horrible as they are, are nothing but child’s 

curiosity. McDonagh may have or may have not go great lengths to faithfully create a mentally 

challenged person, but he quite sufficiently presented his paradoxical role as an “innocent 

criminal”. If Michal is to be considered fully responsible for the murders, Katurian’s fate is 

tragic even more, because he, by his belief, should not be responsible for anything that his 

brother did. When Michal is asked by Katurian why he did it he answers: “Because you told 

me to.” (49) Even though Katurian vehemently denied being culpable for any action his stories 
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would inspire, by a terrible twist of fate he is torn between assuming this responsibility or not. 

Given that Michal’s mental state makes his brother’s culpability problematic, and that Katurian 

possibly feels guilt over the circumstances of Michal’s state, Katurian chooses to assume 

responsibility for his brother. This culminates in a shocking scene of fratricide. Before killing 

his brother, Katurian exclaims: “It’s not your fault, Michal. It’s not your fault.” (67) This tragic 

resolution (in the classical sense of the word) sheds some light on the way responsibility works 

in McDonagh: it is as much ascribed as it is assumed. And even though this scene has a potential 

of a powerful and climactic ending, the play progresses forward and instead focuses on the 

aftermath of Katurian’s decision: he admits to the murders instead to save his stories. In the 

ultimate portion of the play there is an apparent shift in focus: on the characters of the two 

policemen. 

 The two servants of the totalitarian state Ariel and Tupolski can initially be considered 

villains, because of their natural opposition to Katurian and their association with the totalitarian 

state (naturally a staple of villainy). Yet to simply label them villains would not do them justice, 

especially because through the course of the story their characters develop significantly. Again, 

as with Katurian, their one-sided characterization is gradually disrupted. But before that 

happens, the expected clichéd presumption of two state lackeys is quite expertly maintained: it 

is even reinforced by the fact that their own ethical code should adhere to the norms of the 

totalitarian state, which is usually associated with anything but individuality. Ideally, they 

should not possess any particular moral code other than ordained by the state. They, for the 

most part, play a twisted version of the “good-cop-bad-cop” routine, in which both of them are 

rather bad cops: while Ariel is straightforwardly imitating and short-tempered, Tupolski is 

mischievous and outright cruel. The fact they represent a totalitarian state probably entitles 

them to use any interrogation methods they deem necessary without concerning themselves 

much with ethics. While Ariel seems to resort to the more direct physical abuse, Tupolski 
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operates more on psychological level. But as the story progresses, it is revealed that the two 

policemen each have a code of their own and that they each uphold their own values 

individually despite serving the totalitarian state: the presumption of two state lackeys begins 

to crumble as the characters are being explored through their moral codes. 

Ariel gives a possible hint to his own morality as well as sense of responsibility in a 

latter portion of the play when he prepares Katurian for torture (believing him to be the culprit). 

As it is a relatively rare occasion to acquire a glimpse of his personality the passage, although 

lengthy, will be given almost entirely: 

There is an overwhelming, and there is an all-pervading, hatred (…) of people like you. 

Of people who lay even the littlest finger … on children. I wake up with it. (…) It 

whispers to me, ‘They will not get away with it.’ (…) I admit it, sometimes I use 

excessive force. And sometimes I use excessive force on an entirely innocent individual. 

But I’ll tell you this. If an entirely innocent individual leaves this room for the outside 

world, they’re not gonna contemplate even raising their voice to a little kid again, just 

in case I fuckin hear ‘em and drag ‘em in here for another load of excessive fucking 

force. Now, is this kind of behavior in an officer of the law in some way questionable 

morally? Of course it fucking is! But you know what? I don’t fucking care! ‘Cos, when 

I’m an old man, you know what? Little kids are gonna follow me around and they’re 

gonna know my name and what I stood for, and they’re gonna give me some of their 

sweets in thanks (…) Because I’m a good policeman. Not necessarily good in the sense 

of being able to solve lots of stuff, because I’m not, but good in the sense of I stand for 

something. I stand on the right side. I may not always be right, but I stand on the right 

side. The child’s side. (77-78) 

It is suggested (by both Katurian and Tupolski) Ariel’s moral code is to do with his “troubled 

childhood” but Tupolski dismisses that: ”I’m just tired of everybody round here using their 

shitty childhoods to justify their own shitty behavior.” (80) Tupolski’s remark here serves as a 

ridicule of a certain cliché of storytelling: one that is stemming from the psychological 

presupposition that childhood traumas resurface in later life and heavily determine the person 

as a whole. But given that the play does bring focus to themes of child innocence, childhood 

traumas (The torture of Michal by the hands of his parents, the violence he endured very likely 

resurfaced in grisly murders he committed), it suggest that indeed extremely violent upbringing 

consequentially results in perpetuating that violence later in life. Moreover, the ethical issues 

concerning violence on children is notably a recurring theme in McDonagh’s work: it concerns 
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a major dilemma in the character’s moral codes in the movie In Bruges, where the death of a 

child is an important point in the plot of the movie. In Ariel’s code, any violence or generally 

any despicable act towards children is the highest taboo and must be met with extreme 

punishment. Responsibility Ariel feels towards protecting children entitles him to torture guilty 

as well as potentially guilty. He acknowledges the moral problem but chooses to ignore it. And 

with the fact that police brutality is presumably sanctioned in the world of the play (turning 

back to the nature of totalitarianism), Ariel is free to pursue his moral code without any 

hindrance. By any means he would pass as an immoral and thus unlikable character, but in the 

relation to the violence on children, the dismissal of his character is problematic, to say the 

least. The nature of Ariel’s flawed morality still can produce sympathy from audience. 

Moreover, Ariel is the one who at least makes an attempt to sympathize with the condemned 

Katurian (when the real culprit is revealed) and is the one ultimately fulfilling the last wish 

Katurian: against the direct command of Tupolski, that is. It would seem Ariel does at the end, 

by his act of kindness and empathy, achieves redemption. 

Tupolski’s moral code can be, in its majority, derived from his own story which he tells 

Katurian. In it a “retarded little Chinese deaf kid” (87) walking on railroad tracks is saved from 

the approaching train by a seemingly uninterested old man. Tupolski then clarifies: 

See, the old wise man, see, he represents me. He’s up in his tower all day, he’s doing his 

calculations, he hasn’t got much affinity with his fellow man. The little deaf retarded 

boy comes along, he represents my fellow man, see? (…) That little deaf boy didn’t 

thank the old man, did he? (…) But that doesn’t matter, I don’t need thanks. All I need 

is to know that because of me toiling away with my detective work, that little boy is 

going to be safe from that train. (89-90) 

By this rather ridiculous parable he summarizes his worldview and moral code. He quite 

condescendingly sees his “fellow man” as a retarded child while himself he sees as a wise old 

man (living in a tower, no less). Yet Tupolski touches upon a very important essence of 

individual morality, which is to act upon an overriding self-guidance without any ulterior 

motive or reward (even in the form of gratitude). It does explain his unusual detachment from 
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other human beings and his cold manner. Among other things, it emphasizes the comparison 

between the two policemen as well. While they both express their belief by a way of monologue, 

the way they express it is different. While Tupolski offers a clunky yet complex metaphor, Ariel 

expresses his beliefs straight to the bottom. Tupolski does fancy himself as an intellectual or an 

“old wise man” and Ariel basically blurts out his monologue from affect. Strangely enough, 

Ariel proves to be the more humane of the two policemen, owing to his unexpected empathy. 

Especially at the end when Tupolski breaks his promise about giving Katurian ten seconds 

before he shoots him, does Ariel confronts him: “You said you’d give him ten. That wasn’t very 

nice.” (102) Tupolski’s retort then bears more significance: “Ariel, what exactly is nice about 

shooting a man on his knees with a bag on his head?” (102) On one hand, it is simply an act of 

cruelty or spitefulness, which would further show Tupolski’s detachment and emotional void. 

On the other hand, it is a nod to the audience, which is made to realize the whole situation: there 

is nothing humane in the situation, nothing that would redeem the situation. There is no hope 

for Katurian, no hope for redemption. This is a simple execution; a murder of a human being 

which a small act of courtesy does not redeem. Tupolski, being on many occasions brutally 

honest, is perhaps the only one realizing the doomed nature of the world (of the play). To 

summarize, despite being servants of a totalitarian state, the two policemen possess their own 

particular moral code. This fact alone is perhaps more significant than the differences between 

the two moralities. Ariel devotes his service to protecting the little children, but is willing to 

overlook any moral difficulties, e.g. torturing innocent and otherwise, to achieve that. Tupolski 

believes he serves the greater good of his “fellow man” even though he detaches himself from 

him: both seem to have a strong belief in serving ‘the greater good’. 

This is one the ways the author plays with the perspective on morality itself.  McDonagh, 

in this case, does not really let someone unconditionally hate a character, but makes effort to 

operate in the ‘grey area’, which in this case means balancing the character rather than pushing 
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their morality towards one extreme or the other. This approach proves fruitful, as the characters 

gain another dimension entirely. McDonagh could possibly have gone with two policemen as 

stock characters but chose not to. Similarly, he could have Katurian profiled purely as a victim. 

Instead it seems character delineation was important to the function of the play. Clearly the 

ambition was different than in the plays like A Behanding in Spokane or in the “Irish” The 

Lonesome West where the central characters’ development was ridiculed: while Behanding 

offered hardly any character development, The Lonesome West set up an interesting redemption 

arcs of father Welsh and of the two brothers Valene and Coleman, only to ironically disregard 

it. And while The Pillowman is undeniably a dark comedy as well, its more serious themes are 

intentionally emphasized: at least to the point of being relevant.   

Nevertheless, The Pillowman is without doubt as problematic as it is intriguing. Being 

a Martin McDonagh’s play, it stands out not only because of its overall setting but by its 

undeniable complexity. The audience/reader is exposed to various characters with ambiguous 

morality. There are no heroes, no villains, just rather peculiar people effectively fleshed out in 

a relatively small play. As bare as this statement is, it precisely captures the mastery of 

McDonagh. There is an awful lot of comedy, and if that were not enough there is surprisingly 

complex comment on morality: McDonagh is very conscious (as Lászlo Upor said, he knows 

“a lot – a lot – about human nature”8) of these moral ambiguities and he challenges the 

audience/readers to confront them. However, this also requires an effort from the audience – 

McDonagh usually presents ethical problems with moderation or with some degree of levity. 

In this play he constantly raises ethical questions (in a seemingly sloppy way) that deal, among 

others, with the relativity of the value of human life and the issue of where our responsibilities 

lie.  

 
8 “Not Looking for Irishness: Tilman Raabke and Lászlo Upor in Conversation with Ondřej Pilný“, Literaria 

Pragensia: Studies in Literature and Culture 25.50 (2015) 129. 
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Conclusively, although The Pillowman is full of brilliant comedy, it would and should 

leave the audience with something more than good laughs. McDonagh’s next play Behanding 

in Spokane is, unlike this one, virtually and undeniably there for laughs. 
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“hardly Affirmative Action, now is it?”: Behanding in Spokane 

A Behanding in Spokane (2010) marked the first time McDonagh situated his work in 

America. That being said, the setting is more or less inconsequential to the story (much unlike 

the settings in The Pillowman or In Bruges). This time around, McDonagh’s intent may have 

rested solely on comedy, as the more serious themes surrender in favour of verbal humour and 

situational comedy. It’s general inconclusiveness, absence of character’s depth and action (and 

violence, notably) do make any discussion considerably more difficult for audience/reader. As 

Lonergan summarized: “The play thus seem like an extended exercise in provocation.”9 

Other than the abovementioned “provocations”, there are other ethical themes to be 

discussed. Firstly, the character of Mervyn at least has a semblance of a rather twisted morality: 

his humorous monologue in scene 2 as well as some of his ravings do produce some insight to 

his character. Secondly, there is very prominent ethical theme of racial prejudice, to which all 

the characters somehow contribute. This theme is quite present in McDonagh’s “non-Irish” 

work: In Bruges and Three Billboards do suggest these themes quite overtly, although not as 

thoroughly. And in some way, as Lonergan argued, Behanding enables “to view the Irish plays 

from rewarding new perspectives, while its treatment (or mistreatment) of race and racism 

contextualizes the debate on McDonagh’s representation (or misrepresentation) of the Irish.”10 

But the focus here should be mainly on characters and ethical questions in the particular play. 

Mervyn is an almost archetypal character in McDonagh’s oeuvre: the foolish, ignorant 

oddball. But of all the present characters, Mervyn is the only who somehow offers a perspective 

on his morality and what he considers a virtue: his monologue from Scene Two serves as a kind 

of probe into his peculiar psyche. In the speech he daydreams of being heroic in a sense: 

rescuing caged animals, saving damsels in distress, doing something brave during school 

 
9 Lonergan, 116. 
10 Lonergan, 116. 
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shootings.11 (22-23). However, in every case something bad would have to be happening so he 

can act the hero, as with his fantasy about school shooting: 

And the’d come in, y’know, as they do, dressed like soldiers, just to be different, and 

then I’d, y’know, do something brave and save everybody. Well, not everybody, else it 

wouldn’t be a high school massacre, but maybe after they got, say, twelve? And then 

I’d hold a door shut with my broken leg maybe while the bullets came in through the 

door and I lay there semi-bleeding to death. (21) 

His motivation is to experience something exciting and his heroic ‘visions’ are probably too 

similar to film clichés: “I was hoping dying rather than dead ‘cos then I could maybe staunch 

the blood with my shirt or something and we could get chatting.” (22) He would not even “mind 

dying” (21) if he were to do something brave. His fantasies may seem to have some sort of 

moral basis but are merely narcissist tendencies rather than altruism: the heroic deeds he 

constructs for himself would serve to his own gratification. Mervyn is in fact sadly like Michal 

from The Pillowman in that he is morally underdeveloped. Even though he technically saves 

Toby and Marilyn, he plays with them and Carmichael a sort of savage game just for his 

excitement. When Marilyn leaves, Mervyn expects her, based on his own clichéd presumptions, 

to fall in love with him as a sign of gratitude, which of course is principally absurd. (42) 

 The other characters in this play may not elaborate on their own moral code (in a way 

the characters of The Pillowman do), but they each provide a comment to the ethical theme of 

prejudice. Mervyn of course does add to the discussion of prejudice. For example, in his 

monologue he cannot help but add to his fantasy about saving damsels in distress: “Or some 

lesbians would get stabbed? I wouldn’t mind they were lesbians, I’d save ‘em. You’ve gotta 

look out for people, y’know, even if they’re different from ya.” (21) He also utters that “the 

black guy looked suspicious,” (8) referring to Toby, whom he later recognizes to be a dealer 

that conned him (thus it makes his question of racism unsure). It could be argued that given 

Mervyn’s ignorance, he does not even consciously realizes this, but when he in hopes of driving 

 
11 Martin McDonagh, Behanding in Spokane (New York: Dramatist Play Service, Inc., 2010) 22 – 23. All future 

references are to this edition and will be included in parentheses in the text. 
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the police away tells them of a white girl being chased by black guy, he is conscious of police 

more likely reacting to this story: it shows his perception of bias and prejudice quite clearly. 

Carmichael is blatantly open about his prejudices and is even proud to call himself a 

racist: he is exhibiting prejudiced behaviour during the whole of the play, using phrases like 

“coon’s age”, the racial slur “nigger” and calling Toby a “fag”. When his (also racist) mother 

doubts him for finding porno magazines with pictures of black women in them, he defends 

himself: 

Alright, yes, I do find some black women attractive, (…) That doesn’t mean I’m not a 

racist. It’s a magazine. Look, I’m standing here right now, okay, there is a black man 

chained to my radiator and he’s covered in gasoline, now that’s hardly Affirmative 

Action, now is it? (38) 

Paradoxically, at the same time the race was not the reason Toby and Marilyn got detained: he 

only uses this information to dispel doubts about his racism. 

Marilyn’s case is more complex. On one hand she calls Carmichael on his use of a racial 

slur and corrects him: “’The hand off a person of color.’” (12) One the other hand, Marilyn 

belittles Toby, when he starts crying: “Stop crying! …Where’s all your Black Panther shit now, 

cry-baby? Where’s all your ‘Fight the Powers that be’ now, huh?” (15) While she advocates 

against the use of racial slurs she is as well capable of “attacking Toby based on his race or 

masculinity.”12 Toby, as the only sane character and actually relatable character in the play, 

does abstain from the racial question in the face of danger. He retorts to Marilyn accusations: 

Yeah, I’ve got a thing about calling a cracker white supremacist motherfucker who’s 

got a gun in my face and my girlfriend’s face, who’s waving a nigger’s hand around like 

it’s a motherfucking Kentucky Fried motherfucking chicken-wing, yes, I’ve got a thing 

about picking the dude up upon his offensive mis-usage of RACIAL 

MOTHERFUCKING EPITHETS! (17) 

However, even he addresses the racial issue when Mervyn confronts him on the drug deal: “You 

ain’t one of these cats who think all black people look the same, are ya?” (30). Even though 

Mervyn answers in the affirmative, there is a slight hint of exploiting political correctness on 

 
12 Lonergan, 124. 
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Mervyn’s side. As Jordan well points out: “McDonagh also exposes ‘systemic’ racism.”13 

Conclusively, of all the characters in this play, Carmichael is the only one consciously aware 

of his prejudices. That, in a twisted sense, gives him an honesty other characters do not possess. 

Of course, Behanding was on occasion condemned on racist grounds, for example by 

Hilton Als in his review.14 There, besides commenting on the repeated use of racial slurs, he 

comments on the character of Toby: 

 Toby’s characterization is as offensive as the language used to describe him. While 

 Carmichael’s “nigger” talk could be put down to an attempt of  McDonagh’s to 

 expose the nastiness of a segment of the population’s use of racist  comments – 

 many writers have used ugly language to paint an honest portrait of  racism in 

 this country – the caricature he presents in Toby, the young black male as 

 shucking, jiving thief, can’t be excused on those grounds, or by the slick 

 professionalism that coats the play’s intellectual decay.15   

 

This play indeed offers many perspectives on prejudice, which is exposed through 

comedy and absurd dialogue of the play’s characters: in itself an interesting way to discuss such 

an important ethical issue. Other than that, this play did not in fact explore other moral themes 

in the capacity The Pillowman did. The two ‘relatively decent’ (they are petty criminals, but 

they pale in comparison to Carmichael) characters of Toby and Marilyn and the other two 

bordering psychopathic characters of Carmichael and Mervyn were considerably skewed in 

their complexity as characters: except for Mervyn, whose very twisted moral sense the 

audience/reader has a chance to consider thanks to his monologue. Very different from either 

The Pillowman or Behanding is McDonagh’s third “non-Irish” play: Hangmen, whose 

treatment of moral themes is far more significant. 

 
13 Jordan, 143. 
14Hilton Als, “Unhanded: Martin McDonagh’s slap in the face“, The New Yorker, 5 Mar 2010, 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2010/03/15/underhanded 15 Nov. 2019. 
15 Ibid. 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2010/03/15/underhanded
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“One for the courts to discuss”: Hangmen 

Martin McDonagh’s play Hangmen (2015) arguably seems to be the most tame and credible of 

the plays to date. The violence is there but is hardly gratuitous, and the characters seem more 

grounded and feel less like a caricature. One character is even a historical figure: the famous 

English hangman Albert Pierrepoint (1905-1992). The central character of Harry Wade also 

seems to be based on one Harry Bernard Allen, also a hangman by trade and a Chief Executioner 

from 1955 until the Abolition of Death Penalty, who incidentally wore bow ties to his 

executions.16 Pilný also connected Harry Wade with one Stephen Wade, a Chief Executioner 

in the years 1946-1955.17 A famous execution of James Hanratty (in the play Hennessy) for the 

A6 murders are also a clear inspiration for the play. Even the mysterious character of Mooney 

seems to have his counterpart in real life – Peter Louis Alphon. Not only characters, but the 

setting is this time historically grounded and fairly specific: year 1963 in Oldham, Northern 

England. This is hardly a stylized version of reality in the sense that McDonagh’s Ireland was. 

McDonagh was even praised for his spot-on use of northern vernacular by the director of the 

play, Matthew Dunster: 

[McDonagh]’s responding to the north of England rather than the west of Ireland, so the 

vernacular is different, but he nails it. There’s a precision to his writing and he has an 

ability to summon up this incredible sense of place purely out of his imagination. I’m 

actually from Oldham and he’s never even been there, yet Oldham is there, real and 

recognisable, in the play.18 

All of the above mentioned suggests a turn to a more traditional play that could be more easily 

grasped. Of course, nothing could be further from the truth as McDonagh again produces a play 

 
16 Steve Fielding, The Executioner’s Bible: The Story of Every British Hangman of the 
Twentieth Century (London: John Blake, 2008). 
17 Ondřej Pilný, “‘Did you like how I made that turn, officer?‘ Martin McDonagh’s Hangmen and Capital Pun-

ishment“, Boundaries, Passages, Transitions: Essays in Irish Literature, Culture and Politics in Honour of Wer-

ner Huber, ed. Hedwig Schwall (Trier: WVT Wissenschaftlicher Verlag Trier, 2018) 92. 
18 Sean O’Hagan, “Martin McDonagh Interview: ‘Theatre is Never Going to be Edgy in 

the Way I Want it to Be”, The Guardian, 13 September 2015, 

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2015/sep/11/martin-mcdonagh-theatre-never-going-to-beedgy-hangmen-

interview  20 Oct. 2019. 

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2015/sep/11/martin-mcdonagh-theatre-never-going-to-beedgy-hangmen-interview
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2015/sep/11/martin-mcdonagh-theatre-never-going-to-beedgy-hangmen-interview
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in which he manipulates the audience to his own ends. There are again lots of carefully 

orchestrated twists, morally dubious characters which again test the audience’s sense of 

morality and engagement with the story.  As was argued by Joan FitzPatrick Dean, this play 

has a “lack of closure”,19 which is also a characteristic feature of some of his previous plays. 

Even though there is lot that is going on, several important pieces are missing in a puzzle that 

is the plot. Nevertheless, there is far less thematic erraticism as this time McDonagh is more 

focused: unlike in The Pillowman (2003) which ‘jumped’ between several moral themes, now 

the concern is mainly with responsibility and justice. As Pilný, who also focused on the issue 

of directors tackling the play, argued “the new play represents a departure in the playwright’s 

career in that it sustains the concern with the serious issue of capital punishment and justice 

until the final curtain.”20 Opposite to what Dean argues, Hangmen can arguably still produce a 

satisfying conclusion: one that is moral in nature. 

The story deals with some of the ethical themes of previous McDonagh’s non-Irish 

work. As in Pillowman there is the question of responsibility, here also specifically connected 

with culpability. The first scene of the play shows Harry and his assistant Syd as they are about 

to hang a man named Hennessy. This man claims his innocence: 

Hennessy No I won’t go easy! You go easy! You’re hanging an innocent man! I never 

even met the girl! I’ve never even been to Norfolk!” 

Harry That’s all just whys and wherefores. That’s nowt to do with me. 

Hennessy Of course it’s to do with you, you northern bastard!21 

Hennessy does all he can to avoid the noose before his final moments, but his pleas fall to deaf 

ears. Harry’s retort “that’s nowt to do with me” serves as the denial of responsibility and is 

 
19 Joan FitzPatrick Dean, “Martin McDonagh’s Epistemological Instability: The Noose of Hangmen”, 

Boundaries, Passages, Transitions: Essays in Irish Literature, Culture and Politics in Honour of Werner Huber, 

ed. Hedwig Schwall (Trier: WVT Wissenschaftlicher Verlag Trier, 2018) 109. 
20 Pilný, 91. 
21 Martin McDonagh, Hangmen (London: Faber & Faber, 2015) 12. All future page references are to this edition 

and will be included in parentheses in the text. 
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more emphasized by the fact it is repeated few moments later: “It’s nowt to do with me, is it, 

lad?” (15) Also, during the first scene he specifies: “It’s the court that’s hanging ya, not us.” 

(13) For Harry, hanging a man, guilty or innocent, is simply a profession. He would not have 

moral dilemmas because it is not his place to judge, which makes him in his own eyes blameless, 

even if he kills an innocent during the. The prologue perfectly sets the whole story in motion as 

well as immediately presents almost all ethical issues central to the play: the responsibility and 

culpability and the relativity of justice. When Hennessy curses Harry: “You two. I will come 

back to whatever northern shithole you live in and I will fucking haunt you.” (13), he has no 

idea how prophetic his malediction will be during the course of events. Similarly to the 

treatment of responsibility in The Pillowman, the characters often impose others with 

responsibility or consider them accountable for something. In the same vein, Hennessy believes 

Harry and Sid to be responsible even though “it’s the court that’s hanging him.” (13) The 

characters in the play often simply ascribe responsibility without cause: Hennessy holds Harry 

and Syd personally responsible, just as Mooney does. But here the problem of responsibility or 

culpability is again echoed during the final scenes. Dean recognizes this aspect: 

The notion of culpability that echoes throughout Hangmen chimes with McDonagh’s 

persistent concern with morality, an innate or cultural sense of what’s right and wrong, 

and a recognition of responsibility.22 

 Harry’s moral code and the way he upholds it helps distinguish him further. Being a 

retired hangman (in the time of the play, capital punishment has just been abolished), he shares 

his view on capital punishment during the interview with Clegg: 

Harry (…)There are some fellas out there who are bad uns, and if the courts say they’ve 

got to go they’ve got to go, but if they’ve got to go they’ve got to go by the quickest, 

the most dignified and least painful way of going as possible. That, in my book, in most 

normal people’s books, is hanging. (36) 

Again, the judicial system is not even questioned at this point: it conveniently frees him from 

any responsibility as well as it justifies him in executing people. He would then hardly consider 

 
22 Dean, 108. 
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having the responsibility for executing an innocent. What is more important to him than the 

controversial nature of capital punishment, is his rivalry with Pierrepoint. Also, what he 

presents as a “dignified” way of dying is in sharp contrast with the not-so-dignified hanging in 

the prologue, and thus suggests a slight incongruity. In his interview with Clegg, Harry also 

proves to be haughty and vain. He even prioritizes his vanity over professional ethics, when he 

reveals the number of executions he attended. One of the characters, his “crony” Inspector Fry, 

reacts: 

Fry: But, overall, I just think you wen a bit far, that’s all. 

Uncomfortable silence from all. 

I mean, nobody needs to know numbers, do they? Or what was said int’ death cell, or 

who were scared or who weren’t scared. Some things ought to remain, I don’t know, 

sacrosanct or summat. (56) 

Not only does the audience see the certainly not dignified way of hanging in the prologue but 

Harry is also said not to hold anything “sacrosanct” (the word does occur multiple times in the 

play). Also during the interview, when asked about the famous Pierrepoint, Harry lands a few 

cheap shots on behalf of his ex-colleague: “Pierrepoint’s hair smelled.”(38) He then continues 

to besmirch him: “Pierrepoint never seemed to mind hanging women. I did. I mean, you’d do 

it. It were the job, but it’d leave a nasty taste in your mouth weeks after.” (39) This statement 

is unfortunately paradoxical: even though he tries to delineate Pierrepoint as ungentlemanly, he 

admits himself not to be neutral, impartial, as he from the perspective of law should be.  Also, 

when confronted with the nature of death sentences, he expresses ignorance and twisted 

pragmatism: 

 Clegg So you are saying, then, that the death penalty never worked as a deterrent, 

 Harry? 

 Harry Aha! Good one, ya little bastard. I’ll tell ya this, any road, Hennessy never 

 killed  anybody after I got ahold of him. You can be sure of that. 

 Clegg Maybe he never killed anybody before you got ahold of him? 
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 Harry And maybe we’ll never know. Boo hoo. Another pint, lad? (40) 

There are apparent connections with The Pillowman in that regard: certainly, with the moral 

codes of the policeman Ariel. In a similar vein, he justified his police brutality: “But I’ll tell 

you this. If an entirely innocent individual leaves this room for the outside world, they’re not 

gonna contemplate even raising their voice to a little kid again.”23 Even though the 

particularities are different (hanging against torture) the principle is the same. 

 The above-mentioned relationship with Pierrepoint is very much an important part of 

Harry’s characteristics and is developed in the conclusion to the play, where the two hangmen 

quarrel (and, incidentally, Mooney is being hanged in the background). Pierrepoint proceeds to 

berate Harry: about his lack of integrity (97-98), him being a bad husband (99) and so on. To 

prove his point about Harry’s integrity somehow, he recounts a story that José Lanters described 

as “calculatedly moral, sentimental, and rhetorical”24 The story revolves around one of the first 

jobs they had together as hangmen. In it, a condemned Frenchman is coming to terms with his 

impending doom. Pierrepoint concludes: 

And with each passing hour he’d do same. Count the hour. Count to eight. Point to 

himself. Point to Heaven. Smile. (Pause.) He‘d killed a man robbing a jeweller’s in 

Clerkenwell, a stupid crime, the usual, yet I thought then, and I think now, that there 

were far more integrity in the finger that that doomed Frenchman pointed to a Heaven 

he didn’t believe in that you, Harry Wade, had in the entirety of your shitty, fat, 

nondescript, Oldham publican’s fucking life.” (97-98) 

Although he is furious and vulgar, his still decent manner towards Alice casts doubt on Harry’s 

previous insinuations about Pierrepoint’s manners. All in all, Pierrepoint nevertheless proves 

he is a foil to Harry’s character: he seems to be a dignified, better version of him. It is quite 

absurd, or rather subversive, that Pierrepoint appears to be thoroughly a champion of dignity 

but is indeed still a controversial figure: he used to execute people for a living, after all. The 

 
23 McDonagh, The Pillowman 78. 
24 José Lanters, “‘There’s ropes and there’s ropes’: Moral and Textural Fiber of McDonagh’s Hangmen”, Irish 

University Review 48.2 (2018) 325. 
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incongruity of Pierrepoint’s character and the ethically problematic nature of his vocation is 

worth noting. He may seem like a voice of reason and good morality, but he was still part of a 

justice system that condemned people to die. And with the way the executions are portrayed in 

this play – undignified, messy and, in the case of hanging Mooney, criminal – McDonagh 

presents another moral dilemma. More importantly, the whole problem of culpability echoes 

here again. Is it just Harry that is to blame for Mooney’s death? Is it also Syd, Fry and all the 

other cronies as well?  Is it also Alice who hands Harry the rope? What is fairly obvious is 

Pierrepoint’s appearance still serves as a moralizing aspect to the play, even though it is used 

rather ironically (Mooney hanging in the background while Pierrepoint chides Harry). Lanters 

summarized his role: “Pierrepoint’s mission and the morally dubious context within which he 

makes his cameo appearance set up as the voice of reason and true justice.”25 

 Being the central figure in the play, Harry is by far the most developed character in the 

play. There are multiple perspectives the character, including the one Harry maintains about his 

own self. Despite Hangmen often hides than reveals things, it would prove no issue for the 

audience/reader to have sufficient “material” to discuss: especially regarding Harry’s morality, 

ethical code and his denial of responsibility. But to complicate matters, McDonagh at the same 

time produces one of his most mysterious characters yet: Mooney. 

Establishing a perspective on Mooney’s moral values with finality is futile as his 

character was clearly written to elude any clear categorization. He is written so that the 

audience/reader enjoys his funny side, and equally wonders what to make of his character. As 

with other McDonagh’s characters, the audience/reader is then naturally encouraged, because 

of the lack of closure on his character, to impart their own interpretation, to metaphorically fill 

his character with a soul. However, of all McDonagh’s characters, this one perhaps represents 

such a ‘blank slate’ the most. One way he could be described, with a significant pathos, is as a 

 
25 Lanters, 325. 
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‘spirit of misguided vengeance’. Misguided, because he sets out to confront a man, who was 

simply a tool in a controversial judicial system. A man who did kill Hennessy, but was impartial, 

neutral, not acting out of personal reasons, even though his manner was very much undignified 

(which admittedly could be out of personal reasons). In other perspective he could, by exacting 

vengeance upon one man, exact a symbolic vengeance upon the whole system. Combined with 

fact that Hennessey probably was innocent of his crimes (again, the audience will never be 

absolutely sure) and Harry being in many ways a hypocritical and despicable person, it is 

entirely a valid conclusion that capital punishment, with its finality, is being criticized here. 

And near the end, when the other characters and the audience find Mooney to be innocent of 

Shirley’s supposed “kidnapping”, the play offers a parallel to Hennessey’s possibly unjust 

death. The parallel is in this case so striking that even though the audience can only speculate 

on Mooney’s past, it is fairly certain that Mooney is adamant of Hennessey’s innocence. 

The moral themes and the character of Mooney were significantly discussed by Lanters: 

in her essay she explored “various historical, fictional, and metafictional narrative ropes that 

converge around the neck of this pivotal and multi-dimensional character”26 She endowed 

Mooney with three “selves”: the “ghost” of Hennessy, Mooney’s real-life alter ego Peter Louis 

Alphon and the projection of the author McDonagh himself.27 Seeing Mooney as a surrogate to 

the author has more to do with the aspects of the character that are not inherently connected to 

ethics: his manipulative and cheeky behaviour, his London accent etc. The idea of a ‘vengeful 

spirit’ haunting Harry and Syd works best if the audience/reader maintains that Hennessy truly 

was innocent: he therefore ventures to punish those he believed responsible with Mooney being 

the spirit of vengeance. The second “self” is Peter Louis Alphon, who outrageously stated 

several times he was the culprit of A6 murder, for which certain James Hanratty was hanged. 

Hanratty’s condemnation (Hennessey is his counterpart in the play) was by many thought to be 

 
26 Lanters, 318. 
27 Lanters, 320. 
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a miscarriage of justice (there was a lengthy campaign with the intent to exonerate him that 

ended in 2002 with Hanratty finally found guilty based on DNA evidence28) and Alphon, who 

was a suspect, also criticized British legal system. Mooney is in this way delineated as a 

trickster: 

glib, ‘vaguely menacing’, and prone to contradictory behavior (…) A classic trickster 

figure, this Mooney does not perpetrate any evil but stirs up the underlying ills in the 

community and brings them to surface; there, however, they are not confronted and dealt 

with, but rather heaped upon a scapegoat – a dispensable outsider – who is, of course, 

Mooney himself29 

In this case, the criticism of capital punishment through this character would also be a very 

viable interpretation. 

Going back to Mooney’s revenge and connecting it to other characters, it could be 

deemed incomplete in many ways: Mooney‘s death by hanging was the supposed tragic end 

that would not only make Harry (and others, presumably) pay for his crime but would also force 

Harry to reconsider his attitude towards responsibility (culpability). Even though he took lives 

in the name of the law, he still took them and some of them were innocent. He would reconsider 

his black-and-white notion on justice and punishment. Yet what transpires is seemingly anti-

climactic. Firstly, it seems that (as the play ends shortly after) Harry will simply not pay for his 

crime in any way. His cronies, even the policeman Fry, choose to cover this act up; most likely, 

he will not be prosecuted by law. Secondly and more importantly, Mooney’s death or its 

significance does not produce any inner change in Harry: no re-evaluation of his own self. On 

the contrary, what happens is a sort of reconciliation with Syd: one that is found more 

opportunism than loyalty. Strangely enough, even Syd, who expressed a guilty conscience 

before, is now miraculously cured of it: “Aye, well, we’ve moved on from all that now, haven’t 

 
28 Nick Hopkins and Owen Bowcott,  "40 years after his execution, appeal judges say DNA is certain proof of 

Hanratty's guilt”, The Guardian, 10 May 2002. 

<https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2002/may/11/ukcrime.nickhopkins> 25 Jan. 2020. 
29 Lanters, 321. 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2002/may/11/ukcrime.nickhopkins
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2002/may/11/ukcrime.nickhopkins
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2002/may/11/ukcrime.nickhopkins
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we, Harry?” (107) This would mean Mooney’s vengeance was partly a wasted effort. Harry 

only briefly ruminates over the actual situation and then he quickly dismisses it: “I suppose 

that’s just the way it goes, int it? With justice.” (107) To accentuate the shortcomings of justice, 

it lets the culprits get away unscathed. 

This brings to attention the assumption the play seems to maintain: justice is relative 

and arbitrary, at times, faulty. In the beginning the audience is shown a hanging of potentially 

innocent man: sanctioned by the court, performed by Harry and Syd (in a rather brutal manner). 

Harry naturally denies any responsibility, which does not sit right with the enigmatic Mooney, 

who (even for the price of his own life) makes Harry truly experience and admit such 

responsibility. Nevertheless, near the end, when the innocent Mooney is hanged (murdered this 

time), Harry and his cronies are absolved of any punishment, despite the act being seen by a 

servant of the law Fry. It would prove difficult to assert that justice here works as a faultless 

and absolute objective ethical construct; it is much more likely that it is arbitrary and relative 

to any individual interpretation. To an extent, it is faulty here, as not one of the characters 

expressed that by killing Mooney justice has been done. Harry's final rumination that that is 

simply the way it goes with justice (107) is very likely an insinuation of such stance: justice is 

not perfect. 

By now, it is a standard in McDonagh’s work: his plays do present moral questions, but 

the development and conclusion hardly offer any absolute conclusion. He alludes to the problem 

but offers no ultimate answer to it: he merely offers various perspectives through various 

characters and their utterance or acts. In the case of Hangmen McDonagh pushed the boundaries 

in terms of what is certain: who was Mooney, and what was really his aim? Did he want to 

actually end up hanged? The play offers few certainties, but enough to present an ethical theme. 

Dean argued: “Hangmen uses McDonagh’s most formidable weapons – his manipulation of an 

audience’s gullibility, the storyteller’s narratives, and life’s epistemological uncertainties – to 
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specifically moral ends”30 Indeed, truth is a rare commodity: especially in this play. Despite 

this fact the reader/audience should not condemn the play because it does not offer answers on 

a silver plate. What is known for certain is that Mooney, at least regarding to Shirley’s 

‘kidnapping’, was innocent, that he died at the hands of Harry and his cronies and that no one 

(neither the characters nor the audience/reader) will truly know the whole story. But while the 

characters of the play seem to dismiss the enigma rather quickly, the audience/reader would 

not. When the play enters a morally ambiguous territory, it presents the audience/reader with a 

certain confidence, i.e. to judge the characters according to one’s own moral beliefs. And even 

though Hangmen will not present a moral end correlating to any established philosophy, it will 

very much invite discussion on moral themes: on capital punishment, responsibility and justice 

to name a few.

 
30 Dean, 101. 
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Chapter 2 - Films 

“A matter of honour”: In Bruges 

In Bruges (2008) is McDonagh’s first feature film (as in Seven Psychopaths and Three Bill-

boards he wrote both the script and directed the film) and in it he echoes some of his previous 

works of drama and at the same time explores new venues: especially in the theme of moral 

codes or religious morality. As individual moral codes were already and sufficiently introduced, 

‘religious morality’ in this case pertains specifically to the collective ideas of redemption, na-

ture of sin and other moral values. Of course, as far as humour goes, McDonagh again endows 

his characters (especially Ray) with an exquisitely foul mouth, ignorance and unrelenting frank-

ness. The story is set in the picturesque city of Bruges, where two hitmen Ray (played by Colin 

Farrell) and Ken (played by Brendan Gleeson) have been sent to hide after Ray’s first ‘hit’. The 

job did not go according to plan: Ray, in addition to killing his target – a priest – also acci-

dentally shot a child. Their boss, Harry (played by Ralph Fiennes), does not forgive this trans-

gression and orders Ken to kill Ray: Bruges, it seems, will be Ray’s last vacation. But both Ken 

and Ray deal with dilemmas: Ray is in agony over the fact he killed a child and Ken does not 

want to kill his friend, especially seeing his suffering. Each of the characters deal with morality, 

each of them has their own moral code and inevitably, this will breed conflict. 

Regarding ethical issues, Lonergan, who focused on In Bruges among others, listed that 

there are three forms of morality present: the morality of “honour among thieves”, of religion 

and of political correctness.1 Lonergan may have examined the themes from a different per-

spective, but he aptly recognized the central ethical themes: the “honour among thieves” ex-

plores the gangster moral code, whose best representative is Harry. The morality of religion 

relates more to the characters of Ray and Ken, who each comment on its aspects. Moreover, the 

characters eclectically adapt some of these aspects in their own personal code: it could hardly 

 
1 Lonergan, 147-152. 
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be said that any of them is a Christian. The third aforementioned morality is not really explored 

much in the story, but nevertheless it has a place in it. Lonergan states, that in this film, 

McDonagh “pushes against taboos, exploring various forms of racism and other kinds of dis-

crimination.”2 As is the case in Behanding and later Three Billboards, there is an unusual treat-

ment of this as it emerges. Lonergan notes: “[A]gain confounding his audiences’ expectations, 

McDonagh shows that, far from being a victim of the prejudices of others, Jimmy is in fact the 

film’s most prejudiced character.”3  In this case it is apparent, when Jimmy, an American suf-

fering from dwarfism, in his drug and alcohol induced speech talks about a war between “the 

blacks and between the whites”4, in which “your side’s already picked for you” (52:08). Ken 

answers: “My wife was black, and I loved her very much. And in 1976 she got murdered by a 

white man. So where the fuck am I supposed to stand in all this blood and carnage.” (53:23) 

Jimmy retorts to rely on his conscience, in which he effectively contradicts himself. While al-

ways residing on the edge of his work (it is most prominent in Behanding), the racist tendencies 

are notable not only for their shock value but also for emphasizing the absurdities of such prej-

udices. The question is whether McDonagh delves into the controversial theme or whether he 

simply tries to shock or confuse the audience: he can arguably manage both. Finally, although 

the treatment of this theme is present, it is still not sufficiently explored: it is rather a secondary 

theme in comparison. 

As before, mentioning the settings to provide a general introduction to moral themes 

proves to be beneficiary: even more so for the discussion of this film. As with The Pillowman, 

there is an important point to be made about the setting of the film: the significance of the city 

of Bruges is so integral to the story it could almost be regarded as another character in it. It is 

 
2 Lonergan, 152. 
3 Lonergan, 153. 
4 In Bruges, prod. Graham Broadbent and Peter Czernin, dir. and writ. Martin McDonagh, 2008, 51 min. 58 sec. 

All future references will be included in parentheses in the text. 
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significant far more so than the unspecified totalitarian state in The Pillowman (which, by var-

ious names in the story, alludes to Central Europe) or the fictitious town of Ebbing in Missouri 

in Three Billboards. In terms of significance, Bruges is comparable to the Northern England of 

Hangmen, and possibly aspires to be even more. As well as rooting the plot in a certain place, 

it adds a symbolic and even metaphorical layer to the whole story. Far from being simply a city, 

it is an otherworldly place, a fairy land or even Purgatory. As the whole of the story (except for 

some two scenes) takes place in the historical centre of Bruges, this atmosphere gives the plot 

a whole new layer. Bruges or “The Venice of the North” is also known for its rich Catholic 

history, which is crucial to the story and is also reflected accordingly. The otherworldly beauty 

of the place also gains another layer thanks to exceptional and unmistakably intentional way it 

is shot. As Geoff King notes:  

McDonagh and cinematographer Eigil Bryld frequently employ lighting that generates 

a soft golden glowing effect, combined in chiaroscuro style with patches of deep 

shadow, further establishing the overall ‘quality’ impression of the visuals.5 

The way the exteriors are shot are intriguing and masterful: not only in the way the interplay of 

light and shadows creates the otherworldly atmosphere, but also in the way it manages the illu-

sion of scale (other than the square Markt, the historical city centre is actually small to the point 

of being cramped). As for the theme of Christian morality it could not be more adequately 

pronounced than by this particular setting in this particular way. Other than the eerie aesthetic 

of the city, the presence of symbolic and religious art (most prominently Hieronymus Bosch’s 

triptych The Last Judgement) both serve as a mirror to the characters’ plight. The ‘fairy-tale’ 

atmosphere is admitted both by Harry (39:34) and more profoundly by Ken (1:20:13), who 

admits the place has grown on him: ”Well, I’m glad I got to see it before I died.”(1:20:27) The 

awe-inspiring yet sombre medieval sacral monuments infuse the main duo of hitmen with reli-

gious thoughts: a reminder of their own catholic heritage. In any case, the city also reflects on 

 
5 George King, “Striking a balance between culture and fun: ‘quality’ meets hitman genre in In Bruges,” New 

Review of Film and Television Studies, 9:02 (2011) 135. 
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every of the three characters differently, which in turn reflects their inner self in a way. Ken is 

amazed as is (or was) Harry who also mentions the place was his last “happy holiday”. (39:25) 

Ray, as Jordan argues, “despises the place, in ways that reflect less badly on the city per se and 

represent more his deep distress”6.  The whole place more gradually and with tantalizing con-

stancy reminds him of his sin: it was in a church where he committed his unforgivable sin, after 

all. The paintings of Bosch representing Hell and Purgatory seem to have a far deeper impres-

sion on Ray: more than his annoyed demeanour suggests, to say the least. The art reminds him 

of his sin: the unintended killing of the boy. Even if he presents himself to be rather ignorant 

and nigh nihilistic, the fear of ‘Hell’ or damnation still occupies his mind. It is also the final 

‘Boschian nightmare’ or the shooting of the dream sequence in Bruges (as in The Cripple of 

Inishmaan, a metanarrative aspect is present) that heightens the purgatorial sense to the story. 

Returning to the characters, while it would seem unwise to introduce Harry (Ralph Fiennes) 

first, for the delineation of the ‘gangster’ moral code he is the perfect choice, as he is an adamant 

example of such morality. 

To introduce the ‘gangster’ moral code is to basically introduce Harry’s own moral code 

as he is the best advocate to it. To specify further, the ‘gangster’ moral code probably is not 

exclusive to Harry, but it is more likely common to the whole mob community (although not 

specified in the film, it can be surmised as being analogous to typical gangster films). Harry not 

only holds a higher rank in the mob hierarchy, but also completely subordinates everything to 

this moral code, thus blending his individuality with the said code. As Ray and Ken are working 

for him, they need to obey the same code of conduct as their ‘superior’. Harry, who dominates 

especially the last third of the film, poses as an ambassador of the ‘gangster’ justice. He is the 

most menacing of the three main characters. He is seen as ruthless, aggressive and vulgar. When 

he is first seen in person (after the two phone calls) the audience gets a vision of a man in 

 
6 Jordan, 187. 
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obvious rage. During his screen time he further supports this notion of being short-tempered. 

And finally, there are moments where his actions can be interpreted as nothing but indulgent 

and vile. For example when he accepts the ‘dumdums’ (exploding bullets): “I know I shouldn’t 

but I will.” (1:11:05) On the other hand, he certainly expresses a sort of limited ‘good will’ 

when he sends Ray to Bruges in a belief that before death he should have a good time (which 

he certainly has not): “Listen, I’m just glad that I was able to do something for the boy before 

he went.” (42:42) In this hard-to-define moral code of mobsters and hitmen. The code has a 

particular sense of honour that focuses on the loyalty to the hierarchy of the organisation, ex-

treme punishment for misconduct and justifiable revenge. Its most apparent ‘feature’ is its un-

compromising strictness (the killing of the child as an absolute taboo only resulting in the of-

fender‘s death without any possible mitigation). Also, the code features with obvious moral 

paradoxes, as Jordan noted:  

One of the fundamental paradoxes of McDonagh’s gangland is that Harry seemingly 

sanctions contract killing without too many moral concerns, but when a child is killed 

accidentally, he goes ballistic.7 

Moreover, for Harry, as Lonergan states, morality is a “simple matter of cause and ef-

fect.”8 There are hardly any mitigating circumstances in the ‘gangster’ moral code. Harry is 

heard talking on the phone with Ken he simply says: “I liked Ray. He was a good bloke, but 

when it all comes down to it, y’know, he blew the head off a little fucking kid. And you brought 

him, Ken. So if the buck don’t step down with him, where does it stop?” (42:17) Not only does 

he condemns Ray to die but he assigns Ken to do the task, ascribing him with a sort of respon-

sibility. This further resonates with the matters of honour: there is no personal perspective; the 

code simply needs to be obeyed. As for the death sentence, Lonergan noted that it is reminiscent 

of the Old Testament morality of “an eye for an eye”.9 In this hitman code there is little capacity 

 
7 Jordan, 189. 
8 Lonergan, 148. 
9 Lonergan, 149. 
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for forgiveness or redemption (as opposed to the Christian morality, which inspires Ken). For 

Harry, killing a child is the absolute transgression of the moral code he identifies with. Harry 

clarifies: “Ken, if I had killed a little kid, accidentally or otherwise, I wouldn’t have thought 

twice. I’d have killed myself on the fucking spot. On the fucking spot.” (1:14:26) The ending 

proved he stays true to his words as he thought that by killing Jimmy, he had killed a child. The 

theme of violation of children’s innocence echoes here: in The Pillowman the character of Ariel 

based most of his morality on the protection of said innocence.  

In any case, Harry is steadfast in this conviction: he is not overcome by sentiments and 

he refuses to see the other perspective. Nevertheless, there are aspects to this ‘gangster’ moral 

code that suggest more complexity. When Ken chooses to send Ray away instead of killing 

him, he calls Harry to resolve the situation as ‘honour’ demands it: with a shootout, that is. 

However, after they meet, Ken abstains from violence and even expresses his indebtedness to 

Harry. This does seem to have an effect. Harry retorts: “Well, you say all that fucking stuff, I 

can’t shoot you know, can I?” (1:22:06) Moment later he shoots Ken in the leg saying: “Like 

I’m not gonna do nothing to ya just ‘cos you’re standing about like Robert fucking Powell” 

(1:22:31). Although Harry still punished Ken (and quite ridiculed the Christ-like aspect of 

Ken’s attitude), he demonstrated that this moral code is unexpectedly paradoxical: not only 

does is seem simplistic and shackling, it applies double standards and has a problem with dis-

tinguishing the value of human life. One interesting theme of such ‘principled’ hitmen and mob 

communities is also related to honour: the value of words. Near the end of the story, before 

another shootout, between Ray and Harry, Ray, in order to protect Marie, cooks up a plan to 

keep anybody else from harm. To specify, these two men who hurt and kill people but each of 

them can still be ‘a man of his word’.  

Harry’s rigid sense of morality is hinted at many times during the course of the film.  

Earlier, when he meets with Ken and they discuss Ray’s state of being, Harry retorts: “’He’s 
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suicidal?’ I’m suicidal. You’re suicidal. Everybody’s fucking suicidal! We don’t all keep going 

on about it! Has he killed himself yet? No. So he’s not fucking suicidal, is he?’” (1:13:50) While 

also being a somewhat morbid premonition (Harry indeed commits suicide in the end), in this 

case he does not care for the individual, for the perspective. Lonergan concluded on Harry:  

As so often happens with McDonagh, the character who talks most about morality is 

 in many ways most amoral – because his morality allows for no ambiguity, no nuance, 

 no personal interpretation of events and their consequences. Once again McDonagh 

 shows a thorough distrust of people who only see the world from one rigid 

 perspective.10 

 

Harry’s final “You’ve got to stick to your principles.” (1:39:35) serves as the definition 

of himself. It also shows the dangers of such a black-and-white narrow morality: Harry’s strict, 

uncompromising and rash behaviour is his downfall. He cares not to inspect any other possibil-

ity: when he shoots Jimmy, who looks like a child (due to his dwarfism and clothes), he imme-

diately turns the gun on himself. Even though there seemed to be a glimpse of nuance in Harry’s 

conduct Lonergan’s interpretation captures Harry quite well. In his own view, Harry really is 

not amoral, as he upheld best the ‘gangster’ moral code which he chose for himself. This is also 

acknowledged: Ken applauds Harry for his integrity. Of all the three main characters, Harry 

seems to be the most ‘principled’ one: he punishes transgressions and heeds the rather complex 

sense of honour almost absolutely. If anything, he is rather an exception in McDonagh’s reper-

toire of characters. His character appears to be an important criticism of skewed perspectives 

and rigid moral codes: the attractive but problematic “honour among thieves”. And indeed, 

throughout the history of film-making this theme gains huge attention. Films such as Quentin 

Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (1994) or John Huston’s Prizzi’s Honor (1985) valorise the ‘gangster’ 

moral codes as much as they ridicule it. In Bruges takes a more reflective stance, as Harry’s 

character proves. Now that this major moral theme is introduced along with the character of 

Harry, it is now important to include the two hitmen Ken and Ray into the equation: they serve 

 
10 Lonergan, 149. 
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as counterpoints of sort to Harry’s moral sense. Put very, very simply, they both gravitate to-

wards the morality of redemption. 

There are many obvious nods to religion in the film. Not only is the story set in a time 

shortly before Christmas, there is also the character of the pregnant Marie (played by Thekla 

Reuten) whose child will soon be born. Both Ray and Ken comment on the various Christian 

imagery (the paintings) or history (The Basilica of Christ’s Blood) and it effectively reflects on 

their inner turmoil: Ray’s obvious distress from accidentally killing an innocent child and Ken’s 

increasing dissatisfaction with himself. Regarding the characters themselves, Ken is a good 

example of a ‘torn’ character full of ambiguities. To somehow generally describe him, Jordan 

aptly argues:  

Ken becomes increasingly willing to articulate his own moral contradictions and am-

bivalence; on the one hand, he holds doors open for old ladies and, on the other, he 

executes people, most of whom have deserved to die, in his estimation at least.11  

Ken arguably faces his greatest dilemma, while he is being torn between two conflicting mo-

ralities: between the strict ‘gangster’ code and the religious morality that is slowly gaining sig-

nificance to him. As he himself says: “I don’t know, Ray. I don’t know what I believe. The 

things you’re taught as a child, they never really leave you, do they?” (27:33) He initially rejects 

the morality of religion but is gradually moved towards considering its aspects: especially its 

emphasis on forgiveness and redemption.  

One of his dilemmas he voices quite clearly is when he and Ray dispute about a man he 

is conflicted about killing: a man trying to protect his brother. Ray, however, argues that be-

cause the man attacked Ken with a bottle he should have been prepared to “take the conse-

quences.”(28:38) As the dispute ends, Ken perhaps takes that perspective in consideration: other 

perspectives and doubts are concepts that the ‘gangster’ code dismisses, let alone the concept 

of forgiveness or mitigation. This is where the moral relativism comes into mind: none of the 

 
11 Jordan, 188. 
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characters truly represent a maxim of one moral ideology but rather find and develop their own 

sense of morality. That, of course, does not mean that it is only based on the individual con-

sciousness or logical sense: there are apparent influences, be it a Christian morality or some of 

its aspects. 

Because of Ray’s unenviable situation, the overall sense of the place they are in, and his 

innately conflicted nature he is gradually gravitating towards the morality of religion, which he 

possibly rediscovers in himself. However, he is still bound to Harry through their code, through 

honour. When tasked to do so, initially Ken ventures to kill Ray but upon seeing him put a gun 

to his own head, he decides to save him in what is probably the most important scene of the 

film (as well as most iconic). The rigid ‘gangster’ moral code, for Ken at least, did not seem 

sufficient for Ray’s complicated situation. When later confronted by Harry about his defiance, 

Ken says that “the boy [Ray] has the capacity to change. The boy has the capacity to do some-

thing decent with his life.” (1:14:39) Ken believes Harry to be unchangeable, past the point of 

no return. But Ray still has a chance to repent, a chance to save live instead of taking it. As for 

himself, Ken is perhaps not sure until that point, but his final resolution comes in the scene in 

Bell Tower where he puts down his gun: “I’m not fighting any more, Harry.” (1:20:40) and 

then a moment later: “Harry I’m totally in your debt. (Pause) The things that have gone between 

us in the past, I love you unreservedly for all that. (…) For your integrity. For your honour. I 

love you.” (1:21:04) He acknowledges Harry for his exceptional loyalty to their code (and the 

fact that Harry avenged the death of Ken’s wife without second thought12) yet he still renounces 

it. When he later tries to disarm Harry upon learning Ray is still in Bruges it was an honest 

impulse to protect Ray. He knows Harry will not relent from his score-settling so he cannot 

help but save him: it is for Ray that Ken definitively abandoned his old code. It seems clear that 

Ken believes he and Harry are perhaps past the point of redemption: that their ‘gangster’ moral 

 
12Novidades Cinema – Movie News, “In Bruges – Deleted Scenes“, Youtube 10 July 2017 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aproVAsKPFo&t=134s> 9 Sept. 2019. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aproVAsKPFo&t=134s
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code is faulty. In his last act Ken completely sacrifices his life in an attempt to warn Ray as he 

climbs to the top of the Bell Tower. He subsequently even throws coins down on the street to 

avoid people getting possibly hurt by his fall (1:28:44). Succeeding in warning Ray, Ken proved 

his capacity to change and perhaps achieved his own redemption: by offering his life for the 

redemption of Ray. Ken reformed personal morality (infused by some degree of Christian mo-

rality), in stark contrast with Harry’s strict code, seems more altruistic. At least, of the two 

deaths, Harry’s is more tragic and needless. Especially so given Harry’s suicide was the product 

of misunderstanding: had he but considered inspecting the body of the person he shot, he could 

have lived. Beside conforming to an archaic code, his rashness became his doom. Now, after 

discussing these characters' contrasting moralities, it is only natural to discuss the central char-

acter: the one whose development is the fulcrum of the film – Ray. 

His moral values are very problematic in the way he initially acts. The flashback scene 

that focuses on his first job as a hitman shows Ray unconflicted and rather focused (given that 

this is his first job as a hitman). Killing the priest, in a church no less, apparently does not pose 

as a ‘transgression’ for Ray. The accidental child’s killing, however, sends Ray into a spiral of 

incessant guilt and distress. Perhaps he does not initially consider Christian morality too much, 

but the ideas of Heaven, Hell and especially Purgatory do seem to reflect on his moral conun-

drum. His perplexed reaction to Bosch's painting (and the mere fact that, in his constant igno-

rance, he takes note of it) suggests just this – that despite his ignorant and excessive behaviour, 

he does entertain the idea of eternal punishment and is not very fond of it.  

In a strange way, Harry and Ray’s resolutions are similar in their ultimate conclusion: 

They both believe Ray is doomed. Lonergan argues:  

[t]he main difference between Harry and Ray is that, whereas Harry operates from a 

position of complete certainty, Ray walks around lost and confused, evoking, in his ap-

parently unironised moments of self-accusation, an association with the little boy he 

killed.13  

 
13 José Lanters, “’Like Tottenham’: Martin McDonagh’s postmodern morality tales,” The Theatre and Films of 

Martin McDonagh, ed. Patrick Lonergan (London: Methuen Drama, 2012) 176. 
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Ray is very well aware of his sin, which he is not afraid to voice in the film, but his guilt is what 

is destroying him inside. Harry is absolutely, his nature being as it is, convinced and determined 

that Ray must die. Ray tries to resolve a battle in himself whether he is worthy of living or not. 

His constant aversion to history or the past also points to it: “It’s all just a load of stuff that’s 

already happened.” (11:40) Of course Ray hates the past: it is the source of all the distress he 

currently feels. At the same time, he cannot quite break off of it.  Not only his inner conflict but 

the otherworldly atmosphere of the place and the suggestion of Bosch’s Purgatory all have a 

part in this battle. This is evidenced when Ray, of all the sights and art comments on this par-

ticular painting. As the two hitmen observe the art, Ray offers his interpretation: “Purgatory’s 

kind of like the in-betweeny one. You weren’t really shit but you weren’t all that great, either. 

Like Tottenham.” (26:51) Again, as in almost every McDonagh’s work to date, serious themes 

are often related to pop-culture or generally something contemporary: in this case a football 

team. To digress, this also applies to Ken “standing like Robert fucking Powell” relating to 

Powell playing Jesus in a TV film Jesus of Nazareth [1977]).14 In that case it is as ironic as it 

is symbolic, because Ken truly, in his sacrifice, acts as Jesus. 

All the activities Ray indulges seem only to hinder the conflict of his conscience until 

finally he decides to act. Lanters sums up: “His feeling of remorse and Harry’s sense of retri-

bution in the wake of the little boy’s killing lead them to the same conclusion, springing from 

their fetishizing of childhood innocence: Ray must die.”15 Definitely worth mentioning is 

McDonagh’s occupation with child’s innocence or the almost taboo question of violence to-

wards children. Ariel from The Pillowman, chose to ignore any morally questionable issues 

when it came to violence on children. He would torture and maim innocent people if there was 

just a slight suspicion. Same as Harry from Bruges, punishment was uncompromising and 

child’s innocence thus sacred.  

 
14 Jesus of Nazareth, prod. Lew Grade and Vincenzo Labella, dir. and writ. Franco Zeffirelli, 1977.  
15 Jose Lanters, 176. 
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In that crucial moment in the park, Ken posing as a guardian angel, saves Ray and tries 

to steer him in another direction:  

Then save the next little boy. Just go away somewhere, get out of this business and try 

to do something good. You’re not going to help anybody dead. You’re not gonna bring 

that boy back. But you might save the next one. (1:02:05) 

Ken not only saves his life but he also offers Ray a way towards redemption: one that Ray has 

to consider for himself. Ray is given an opportunity not to ‘unmake’ but to ‘atone’ for his sin. 

Not by asking for forgiveness but by trying to help those alive instead of killing himself (inci-

dentally, suicide from Catholic point of view, is considered a grave matter indeed). Ray is con-

vinced and takes the opportunity, but this rather happy ending is marred by Harry’s quest for 

vengeance. After all, there are no clean getaways, not for child-killers: not only would the no-

tion of Ray simply escaping vex the audience, it is also an established trope of story-telling. 

Arguing about Hollywood convention concerning this particular topic, Eamonn Jordan notes:  

Seldom will a killer, especially of children, get away with his or her actions in Holly-

wood movies; they may later sacrifice themselves for someone else or they may confess 

and gain some morsel of forgiveness, but rarely will they be freed from punishment as 

a consequence of their actions. If there is blood on someone’s hands, it tends to mean 

death. Edward Zwick’s Blood Diamond (2006) is a good example.16  

Ray cannot run from the conflict as there are no clean getaways: he is made to face the 

judgment of the ‘gangster’ code. Yet Ray’s life is not forfeit: he saves ‘the next boy’ when he 

parlays with Harry and gets Marie, who is with child, out of harm’s way. He then flees but is 

still shot by Harry. One of the last scenes, where Ray stumbles on a film set, both resembles 

and acts as a sort of Purgatory for Ray. This is where his fate will be decided. He is immediately 

shot again by Harry and faces the ultimate judgment. His last words in the film are significant:  

There’s a Christmas tree somewhere in London with a bunch of presents underneath it 

that’ll never be opened. And I thought, “If I survive all this, I’ll go to that house, apol-

ogize to the mother there, and accept whatever punishment she chose for me.” Prison, 

death, it didn’t matter. Because at least in prison and at least in death, you know, I 

wouldn’t be in fucking Bruges. But then, like a flash, it came to me, and I realized, 

“Fuck man, maybe that’s what Hell is. The entire rest of eternity spent in fucking 

Bruges” and I really, really hoped I wouldn’t die. (1:40:04) 

 
16 Jordan, 191. 
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Instead of suicidal tendencies, Ray wishes to redeem himself and escape Hell, which he, funnily 

enough, associates with Bruges. His final resolution is the will to live, something he struggled 

to possess during the whole story. However, whether Ray lives on or stays in Hell/Bruges is 

deliberately left for the audience to decide: Does he deserve another chance at life or does he 

die as Harry intended for him? The audience is challenged to decide Ray’s fate but given Ken’s 

sacrifice and Harry’s suicide, Ray’s death would deem the whole story to be left not only with-

out any message, but without any meaning.  

 McDonagh, more so than ever, proves his interest in the themes of morality and, for the 

most part, entertains the idea of redemption. To that end, he creates a three-character conun-

drum. Initially, he sets the against each other conflicting moral codes. Harry represents the 

strict, unforgiving moral code that sanctions heinous crimes. Paradoxically, it is a code that 

deals with archaic matters of honour. But even there are limits: the killing of children, on pur-

pose or not is taboo, punishable exclusively by death. On the other side is a 'newly-reformed' 

Ken, a ‘torn’ hitman, whose fragmented remains of Christian morality seem to emerge and 

confront the ‘gangster’ black-white morality he previously lived by. Yet it is through Ray’s 

character that the film presents its conundrum of redemption: is he worthy of punishment or 

rather forgiveness, and would he achieve it? Again, McDonagh provides the luxury of leaving 

the final word on the audience. 
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How Scripts Are Made: Seven Psychopaths 

In Seven Psychopaths (2012) McDonagh echoes some of his previous work. It resembles The 

Pillowman with the stress on story-telling, but with most of the characters more akin to carica-

tures, it is also being reminiscent more of The Lieutenant of Inishmore or Behanding. It again 

features exquisite verbal humour and this time excessive amounts of gleeful violence. Set in 

Hollywood, it tells a story of Marty (played by Colin Farrell), a screenwriter struggling for an 

inspiration for his new script called Seven Psychopaths, and his friends Billy and Hans (played 

by Sam Rockwell and Christopher Walken respectively), as they venture on a road trip, which 

is actually an escape from the murderous mob boss Charlie (played by Woody Harrelson), 

whose beloved Shih-Tzu Billy and Hans stole (Hans’ vocation of choice is to steal dogs, appar-

ently). Throughout the rather convoluted plot, Marty does indeed get plenty of inspiration for 

his script: whether it from the mad Zachariah, or Charlie the mob boss. Billy and Hans also 

provide creative assistance with the script: later, to Marty’s astonishment, it is revealed that the 

inspiration behind some of the ‘psychopaths’ are Billy and Hans themselves. Marty’s main 

struggle, apart from surviving becomes then, whether to have his script revel in violence (as 

Billy suggests) or denounce it (as Hans does). And thus, if there is any overall moral theme, it 

is that of violence. 

 This time the film’s engagement with moral themes is severely diluted by the film’s 

plot, which is much less focused and far more exaggerated as well as needlessly convoluted, 

compared to In Bruges, that is. Another issue are the aforementioned characters, particularly 

the titular psychopaths. They arguably lack the profound psychological depth to consider any 

issue of morality pertaining to mentally ill individuals, but at the same time considering them 

as sane proves problematic at the same time. They, however, can be well connected to the main 

theme of violence: clues towards this notion come from the author himself.  McDonagh said in 

an interview:  
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 Marty is trying to strive against the violence in the film, as I am. I really did want it to 

 be about Buddhism and peace and love, at the same time as making a Sam Peckinpah 

 film – to me, his films were anti-violence, too, about the doomed nature of violent 

 men.17 

 

Naturally, taking this statement in its entirety at face value is precarious, with McDonagh anti-

violence claim being perhaps at odds with what is seen on the screen. But the idea of “doomed 

nature of violent men” fits relatively well for the titular psychopaths in a way: as both the film 

and Marty’s script revolve around violence and its perpetuation by the titular psychopaths. To 

better illustrate this, a brief overview of some of the characters may shed light on the matter. 

 In terms of characters, several of them present almost a hyperbolic version of the ones 

from McDonagh’s previous work. They are connected, as McDonagh himself suggested, by the 

violence they perpetuate. Billy is an amalgam of Mervyn’s (played also by Sam Rockwell in 

Behanding’s world premiere in 2010) twisted morality and goofiness and some of Harry’s ob-

session with righteous violence. Billy does have psychopathic tendencies, especially with his 

paradoxical regard for human life. He executes the two hitmen who want to execute Charlie’s 

girlfriend Angela (Olga Kurylenko) and then later in the film kills her too. He does most of his 

killing in order to ‘help’ his friend Marty find an inspiration for his script: to that end he fashions 

for himself an alter-ego ‘Jack of Diamonds’. He justifies his killings in that he has “got a little 

bit more integrity. This fictional serial killer [Jack of Diamonds, himself basically] will only 

kill mid-to-high-ranking members of the Italian-American organized crime syndicate…Or the 

Yakuza.”18His idea of vigilantism or unlawful justice probably stems from pop culture clichés 

(thus the connection with Mervyn from Behanding). He also, unlike Marty and Hans, believes 

in the ‘eye-for-an-eye’ morality which, makes him ultimately a doomed character. He wants 

both reality and Marty’s script to be violent (57:52) as he sees it as a natural conclusion to the 

story about ‘psychopaths’ and thus the story about himself.  

 
17 Joe Utichi, “It’s a mad, mad world”, The Sunday Times, 9 Dec 2012, 16-17. 
18 Seven Psychopaths, prod. Graham Broadbent, Peter Czernin, Martin McDonagh, dir. and writ. Martin 

McDonagh, 2012, 09:16. All future references will be included in parentheses in the text. 
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The mob boss Charlie Costello is the ruthless criminal of the likes of Harry from In 

Bruges but unlike his London counterpart, Charlie’s revenge is based only on retrieving his 

beloved Shih-Tzu Bonny from the kidnappers: the ‘road-tripping’ trio. He seems to value more 

the life of his canine companion than any of the people he encounters. He hardly collects any 

sympathies from the audience, especially when he mercilessly executes Hans’ wife Myra 

(played by Linda Bright Clay) to punish Hans. It is absurd that a character of this calibre then 

chides Marty’s inebriated state while driving: “What, is he drinking and driving?” (1:25:44) 

Still, he and Billy have actually a lot in common in their attitude toward violence and retribution 

as they both believe in “eye-for-an-eye” morality: in Charlie’s case, the punishments for wrongs 

are way more extreme. 

Another, more or less secondary character is Zachariah (played by Tom Waits). Marty 

meets him early on as he wishes to gain some insight or inspiration for his script. He makes a 

pact with Marty to which Marty agrees: he will include Zachariah’s personal message to his 

former partner in crime in Marty’s finished film, or Marty will die. Zachariah presents the irony 

of the ‘serial killer of serial killers’. Again, as with Billy there is the idea of justified vigilantism. 

But the way he brutally deals with his victims, who were all actual historical serial killers in-

cluding Zodiac (33:36-34:53), shows that he is also rightly a psychopath and another one of 

those “violent men”: he personally wishes to cleanse the world from violent psychopaths, but 

he paradoxically becomes one as well. He ties in with all the previous psychopaths through the 

theme of violence: Charlie is unsympathetic gangster seeking violent retribution for a kidnap-

ping of his dog (there, the fixation on an animal does hint at real psychopathic tendency). Bill, 

hiding behind a self-made vigilante code, wants to wreak havoc and become a crime-fighting 

desperado and Zachariah seeks bloody vengeance on all serial killers. While each of the char-

acters have their particular code, they each justify their perpetuation of violence.  
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The only exception of these ‘violent men’ is the character of Hans. He, along with Billy, 

is a central character to Marty’s resolution precisely because of perspective he maintains. He, 

unlike other psychopaths, defies the principle of the cycle of violence or at least makes an effort 

to do so. As it is with Billy, he is crucially vested in Marty’s development and the development 

of his script. He is eventually discovered to be the inspiration behind the Psychopath n.4, ‘The 

Quaker’. Hans presents a marvellous yet seemingly absurd blend of tenderness and intimida-

tion. His own terrifying past shows him as a deeply religious person who spent most of his life 

exacting an especially disturbing revenge against a man who killed his daughter: Even though 

the murderer after some years reformed himself as a Christian, Hans does not relent and haunts 

him. The man ultimately slits his throat to finally avoid Hans and go to Hell. Yet Hans engages 

to commit suicide as well to haunt the man even in Hell: the suicide turns out to be unsuccessful. 

While there is no capacity for forgiveness in his tale, Hans himself voices regret: “But looking 

back on what’s been wasted. At the time I thought it had to be done. I’m not so sure anymore.” 

(56:40) Even though deeply Christian, he references Gandhi and Buddhists: this character fits 

the post-modern stance quite perfectly in that he references various moralities and forms from 

them his own. He rejects the “eye-for-an-eye” retribution as he uses Gandhi’s quote: “An eye 

for an eye leaves the whole world blind. I believe that wholeheartedly” (56:56).  

 Perhaps one of the most impressive scenes features Hans’ recorded message with his 

view on the ‘Viet Cong psychopath conundrum’. In it, he (quite sloppily) reshapes the initially 

violent story Marty created and makes the Vietnamese psychopath into a monk who ultimately 

immolates himself as a protest against war. As Eamonn Jordan argues: “[T]he act of immolation 

is not defeatist, it is courageous, it is not denying life, but life enhancing. It is an action of moral 

clarity and not confusion, more utopian than fatalistic.”19 Not only his suggestion, but also the 

way he actually dies in the film, influence Marty in his resolution. 

 
19 Jordan, 222. 
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By the action-packed end of the three characters’ road-trip, Billy finally engages in the 

shootout he dreamed of, while Hans, in his final moments, leads by a different example. He 

uses not violence but self-sacrifice to deal with Charlie’s henchmen: upon encountering them, 

he tricks them by pretending to reach for a gun. The startled henchmen shoot him but are im-

mediately arrested by the nearby police. His final act in some way mimics his suggestion to the 

monk’s tale with idea of non-violent defiance that stops the cycle of retribution: the calm and 

thoughtful reconciliation and self-sacrifice. 

Marty’s development and the central idea of the script he intends to make is something 

that eventually develops a consistent moral question. Being the only relatable and sane charac-

ter, there is an apparent conflict within him that is in a way represented by his struggles with 

the script he is to write. As the trio ventures on the road trip in hopes of avoiding the vengeful 

mob boss, both of the two friends Billy and Hans affect Marty. On one side there is Billy's firm 

belief his script should contain excessive amounts of violence against and on the other is Hans' 

rejection of the same. Marty is initially inspired by Billy's ideas: naturally, if the script is about 

seven psychopathic individuals, it is bound to contain violence and end in it. Hans argues that 

violence against others is not the answer. His take on the Buddhist monk and the final message 

it carried is the final push for Marty: that is, to strive against violence.  

In the final scene, Hans’ legacy is emphasised, therefore suggesting the concluding 

moral message. In it, Marty, now just after the premiere of the film he wrote the script for, 

receives a call from Zachariah who aims to punish Marty for not holding his end of the bargain: 

he is to die. Tranquil and completely reconciled with himself, Marty concurs with Zachariah in 

the ordeal. However, Zachariah notices the sudden change in Marty, and post-pones his pun-

ishment: most likely indefinitely. As Jordan notes, “Zachariah it seems breaks the cycle of re-
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venge and retribution, through his recognition of Marty’s altered mindset.”20 Marty’s resolu-

tion, his calmness and conciliation effectively breaks the vicious cycle of violence, just as Hans 

would have it.  

This rather simple but potent message is perhaps the closest to an overall moral message 

and more-or-less seems to be in concord with McDonagh’s own claims. The question is whether 

one can acknowledge this message with all the caricature characters, excessive violence and 

twisted, convoluted plot. Yet, even with the emphasis on murder and mayhem, there is signifi-

cant endeavour to explore the moral theme itself. The main dialectic of the film then becomes 

question of violence: despite the often-inconsistent qualities of the film and its rather blurred 

focus.  

 
20 Jordan, 224. 
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On the Verge of Nihilism: Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri 

As the two previous film contributions seemed to lack much comment on the theme of respon-

sibility and culpability, Three Billboards partly rectifies that. Indeed, there is the question of 

responsibility as well as the questions of guilt and redemption (In Bruges, Seven Psychopaths), 

justice (Hangmen), racism (In Bruges and Behanding), conflicting moral codes (The Pillow-

man, In Bruges) and others. In terms of settings, there is a slight paradox at play: the town of 

Ebbing is indeed fictional but it certainly feels more real than McDonagh’s usual ‘hyper’ ver-

sions of real places: it is a shift from fairy tale Bruges or ‘psychopath-ridden’ Hollywood to a 

more credible setting. This grounded approach is mirrored not only in the overall tone but also 

the complexity of characters. What is also noteworthy that in this film there is a kind of dialec-

tics between morality and sentiment: something McDonagh is very much aware of and uses to 

his ends. In his previous work the author often exploited audiences’ sense of sentiments or 

nostalgia and now it is even more apparent. As is customary to mention, the humour there, 

given the slight genre-shift, feels darker than ever. Irony here sometimes (almost distastefully) 

elevate the sense of tragedy rather than alleviate it. The last conversation between Mildred 

Hayes and her daughter Angela before she is raped and murdered is a quarrel ending as follows: 

Angela: You know what, I will walk, I will walk. And y’know what else? I hope I get 

raped on the way. 

Mildred: Yeah? Well I hope you get raped on the way too!21 

This irony only serves to heighten the tragic nature of the story as well as Mildred’s personal 

guilt. Mildred here is the central character, but not everything revolves around her: the two 

supporting roles of police chief Bill Willoughby (played by Woody Harrelson) and his subor-

dinate Jason Dixon (played by Sam Rockwell) have in themselves substantial development and 

are vital to the plot itself. Again, there seems to be a trio forming in this film, albeit with uneven 

 
21 Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri, prod. Graham Broadbent, Peter Czernin, Martin McDonagh, dir. 

and writ. Martin McDonagh, 2017, 35 min. 3 sec. All future references will be included in parentheses in text.  
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focus. This triad is eventually disrupted halfway through the film with the death of police chief 

Bill Willoughby, which results in exciting development for Mildred (played by Frances McDor-

mand) and is paralleled with the development of Dixon’s character as the whole balance of 

conflict shifts. 

What simply needs to be pointed out is the fabulous acting of the main trio: they elevate 

the whole dramatic idea of the film with their careful balance of humour and seriousness.  

Frances McDormand is spot on in the mediation of her character’s grief and rage as well as 

with her acerbic humour (it is admittedly one of her best roles ever). Woody Harrelson plays 

the opposite of his psychopathic role in Seven Psychopaths with charming decency and author-

ity. Perhaps the toughest role fell upon Sam Rockwell who had to convincingly mimic the 

emerging good side of a character that is a racist, backwards, violent ‘momma-boy’. Together 

the three actors amassed a notable number of awards: both McDormand and Rockwell each got 

an Academy Award and a Golden Globe, for example.  

The first half of the story constitutes a ‘war’ between Mildred and the police led by 

Chief Willoughby. Taking sides between Willoughby and Mildred will likely produce a di-

lemma for the audiences: Mildred’s crusade is justified and understandable but it is waged 

against a predominantly decent man, who is dying of cancer and who it seems actually wants 

to see justice done. Of course, Willoughby is not perfect. For example, he tolerates some of his 

subordinates’ racism and bigotry and uses derogatory terms himself: “If you got rid of every 

cop with vaguely racist leanings, you’d have three cops left, and all of them are gonna hate the 

fags.” (29:02) Willoughby’s suicide is one of the big plot points and it influences the rest of the 

film to a certain degree: as in previous McDonagh’s work, suicide here bears huge significance, 

but now it occurs suspiciously early.  

The suicide present in this film is slightly different from the likes of the sacrificial deaths 

of previous films. As Ken redeemed himself by sacrificing his life to save Ray, Willoughby 
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saves himself from the suffering he would inflict on him and his family. It would seem foolish 

to think Willoughby’s death could resolve all the bad blood between the characters but in its 

own way it influences both Dixon and Mildred. It is certainly not ridiculed as in Lonesome 

West, where such the sacrifice of Father Welsh was ultimately in vain as Coleman and Valene 

very past the point of change or redemption.  In the cases of Ken (In Bruges) and Hans (Seven 

Psychopaths) however, suicide was taken much more seriously, and it carried a strong moral 

message: one that was meaningful and had an impact in the end. In the case of Willoughby, it 

is more based on sparing himself and his family the pain of watching him live the rest of life in 

agony: both selfish and unselfish. The previous sacrifices of Ken and Hans were also balanced 

by personal inclination: Ken sought redemption for himself as much as Ray and Hans wanted 

to reunite with his wife Myra. Both these sacrifices had to do with the religious morality but in 

Willoughby’s case the motivation there seems to be more complex and not as nearly as Messi-

anic. Except for the message sent to his family, he also sends two letters to Mildred and Dixon. 

In the letter sent to Mildred he expresses his sympathy and support in death as in life his 

role of the opposition prevented him from just that. As both a kind of jest and a gesture of good 

will he paid secretly for several months’ rent of the billboards. He also wishes for Mildred to 

persist in her intent: believing it to be the right thing to do. More than anything he wishes for 

Mildred to have her justice which has been long overdue. 

 In the letter to Dixon he asks him to become the decent detective he envisioned him to 

be. He rightfully suggests that it was hate that held him down and prevented him from fulfilling 

his ambition and so he urges him to replace the all-consuming hate with love. The presence of 

pathos is balanced by ironized way the message is conveyed:  

Because you know what you need to become a detective? And I know you’re gonna 

wince when I say this…But what you need to become a detective is love. (…) Because 

through love comes calm, and through calm comes thought. And you need thought to 

detect stuff sometimes, Jason. It’s kinda all you need. You don’t even need a gun. And 

you definitely don’t need hate. Hate never solved nothing. (1:18:53) 
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This rather plain plea to abandon hate is in its simplicity significant. The further tragic devel-

opment of the plot proves this simple statement to be true as the other two major characters are 

trapped in the never-ending cycle of hate. In the closer look at the two central characters of 

Mildred and Dixon, it will be exemplified how morality works in this film.  

Mildred, as character, commands a strong presence: she is determined, clever and far 

from helpless. Weather-beaten and tough, she sports a blue overall and occasionally wears a 

bandana: they give her a stylized image of an action hero. And of course, there is something to 

that motif as well: Mildred is not afraid to set the whole town against her in order to pursue her 

goal. Not by means of violence but by way of cunning does she tries to achieve that goal and 

help find justice (or vengeance) for her deceased daughter. Seven months after the heinous 

crime took place the town and seem to, on the basis of “out of sight, out of mind”, move on 

from this tragedy, which is naturally something Mildred simply cannot do, as mothers hardly 

can. She rents the three billboards with the intent making an appeal to local police as she informs 

the press: “Seems to me the local police department is too busy going around torturing black 

folks to be bothered doing anything about solving actual crime. I thought these billboards might 

concentrate their minds some.” (13:13) The billboards serve as a sign of the shortcomings of 

lawful justice and become at the same time a monument to her grief and powerlessness.   

When she is asked, why put the name of sheriff Willoughby on the billboards, she says: 

“He’s the head of them, ain’t he? The buck’s gotta stop somewhere. (13:41) Her choice for 

naming Willoughby has nothing personal in it, but it has to do with his position: what he repre-

sents. It is clear the two do not harbour any bad blood between them on a personal level: Mildred 

does empathize with Willoughby’s sorrowful situation but cannot relent because the issue is 

principal. She musts, with her limited power, somehow make things happen, even at the cost of 

defaming a respected man. The war that is ensuing is all the more paradoxical: They are per-

sonally on the same side, but the roles they represent are not. And, of course, the real evil, the 
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murderer of Mildred’s daughter is out there, never to be found: the “passing of buck”, which is 

ascribing responsibility on others, is only natural when in such a state. Mildred’s idea of re-

sponsibility is developed when confronted with Father Montgomery, who tries to dissuade Mil-

dred from her intent. As it was in the cases of Lonesome West or In Bruges, priests do seem to 

have a hard time in McDonagh’s work generally and here it is no exception. Mildred attacks 

the priest verbally about collective responsibility/culpability uses the analogy of ‘gangster 

land’: 

Y’know what I was thinking about, earlier today? I was thinking ‘bout those street gangs 

they got in Los Angeles, the Crips and the Bloods? I was thinking about that buncha 

new laws they came up with, in the 80’s I think it was, to combat those street-gangs, 

those Crips and those Bloods. And, if I remember rightly, the gist of what those new 

laws said was, if you join one of these gangs, and you’re running with them, and down 

the block one night, unbeknownst to you, one of your fellow Crips, or your fellow 

Bloods, shoot up a place, or stab a guy, well then, even though you may not know noth-

ing about it, even though you may’ve just been standing on a street corner minding your 

own business, what these new laws said was you’re still culpable. You’re still culpable 

by the very act of having joining those Crips and those Bloods in the first place. Which 

got me thinking, Father, that whole type of situation is kinda like you Church boys, ain’t 

it? You got your colors, you got your clubhouse, you’re, for want of a better word, a 

gang. And if you’re upstairs smoking a pipe and reading your bible while one of your 

fellow gang members is downstairs fucking an altar boy, well… Father, just like those 

Crips, and just like those Bloods, you’re culpable. Cos you joined the gang, man. I don’t 

care if you never did shit, you never saw shit, you never heard shit, you join the gang, 

you’re culpable. And when a person is culpable to altar-boy-fucking, or any kinda boy-

fucking, because I know you guys didn’t really narrow that down, then they kinda forfeit 

the right to come into my house and say anything about me, or my life, or my daughter, 

or my billboards. So, why don’t you just finish your tea there, Father, and get the fuck 

outta my kitchen. (21:05) 

Mildred’s perspective on responsibility is strict and unforgiving. Not only it suggests sharing 

the responsibility for the whole community, but it also suggests all deserve equal blame. From 

this standpoint, her attitude towards police makes sense. By targeting Willoughby, she is tar-

geting all of the local police: Willoughby just happens to be representing them. As it seems, 

Mildred does possess a moral code in which she believes in collective responsibility/culpability. 

More than that, she feels also partly responsible for her daughter’s murder, despite the fact she 

could have not foreseen her death: throughout the film she faces this notion whether she can 

truly forgive herself.  
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When the sheriff finds out that Mildred knows about his cancer and still pursues her 

intent, he is visibly shaken. But Willoughby comes to understand that notion, even applauds it 

as he demonstrates by paying for the rent of the billboards, right before he shots himself. Then 

another major event transpires when her billboards are set on fire. This is where the theme of 

cycle of violence, explored in Seven Psychopaths, comes into mind. Mildred, blinded by rage, 

sees this as another strike from the police department she wages war with. Mildred stops think-

ing clearly and in an act of misguided vengeance, she throws Molotov cocktails at the police 

station: this serves as a culmination of her rage. Given the tragedy of fate she is also responsible 

for Dixon’s disfigurement. When she later discovers the real culprit was her ex-husband Charlie 

(played by John Hawkes) she seems furious. Charlie, in order to taunt her more than apologize 

tells her: “All this anger, man. Penelope said to me the other day, ‘It just begets greater anger.’” 

(1:34:03) Much to Charlie’s surprise Mildred actually takes this to heart. The great irony, and 

is also one frequently used by McDonagh, is that the character who dispenses crucial wisdom 

tends to be overtly and deliberately stupid. (Penelope in this case) As she says: “I read it on a 

bookmark. Which was in a book I was reading. About polio. Polo. No. Which is the one with 

the horses?” (1:36:24)  

Nearing the conclusion of the story a glimmer of hope shines, with Dixon raising Mil-

dred’s hopes about finding her daughter’s killer: which turns out to be false information. Nev-

ertheless, her final resolution to drive with Dixon and kill a supposed rapist and murderer, even 

though he did not kill her daughter, is quite dissonant from the message about anger and vio-

lence. So, Mildred’s story ends not in redemption but in an act of vengeance: in Mildred’s eyes, 

a semblance of what she considers justice. She finds a companion in Dixon who perhaps feels 

the same way: that there must be at least some justice. The development of the Dixon’s charac-

ter goes along quite different lines, grounded on different moral themes, although the two char-

acters converge at some points in this regard: revenge, for example.  
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What is mostly connected with Dixon would probably be his stupidity and his alleged 

racism. But, as was mentioned before, the theme of racism is developed here minimally, yet in 

an intriguing way. The racial prejudice in this film simply acts as a ubiquitous part of this small 

town in Missouri. Whether McDonagh associates racism with Midwest, with Midwestern police 

department or with USA generally is hard to decipher as he provides basically no clues. Dixon 

himself, however, has a reputation of an exceedingly prejudiced cop as is suggested on many 

occasions, for example by Mildred: 

Mildred: So how’s it all going in the nigger-torturing business, Dixon?  

Dixon: It’s persons-of-color-torturing business, these days. If you wanna know, I didn’t 

torture nobody. (27:56) 

His ironic insistence on non0pejorative naming only intensifies his prejudices as it reveals his 

hypocrisy. But in fact, Dixon is never seen beating any person of colour onscreen and it is 

apparent that most of his prejudice probably comes from his mother (played rather exquisitely 

by Sandy Martin). She, being an obvious echo of Carmichael’s mother (also extremely preju-

diced with a strong hold over her son) in Behanding, has a major influence on his character and 

it is her who suggests a very perfidious move in the ongoing ‘war’ between the town and Mil-

dred: “Why don’t you just fuck her over through her friends then?” (41:26) This suggests her 

as a corrupting entity. Given by the recent suicide of Willoughby (which is generally, and 

falsely, attributed to Mildred) his rage builds up and climaxes: he throws the ad agent Red 

Welby (played by Caleb Landry Jones), who let Mildred rent the billboards in the first place, 

out of the window, badly hurting him. Unfortunately for Dixon, the new Chief Abercrombie 

(played by Clarke Peters) witnesses this and immediately fires him. Nevertheless, Dixon later 

shows up to pick up the letter from Willoughby and read it at the station. The contents of the 

letter make him re-evaluate his attitude towards life, but the seeds of vengeance are already 

sown and in a tragic twist of fate, Dixon almost burns to death because of Mildred’s assault on 

the police station.  
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In the last quarter of the film the audience witnesses a moral transformation. Badly 

burned on the outside and spiritually revitalized on the inside, one of the first things Dixon does 

to seek redemption is apologizing to Red Welby, who shares a hospital room with him. This 

scene is one of hope in humanity and forgiveness: upon seeing Dixon’s sorry state and his 

repentance, Red forgives him in turn. 

As fate would have it, Dixon overhears a conversation between two men in a bar he 

frequents:  in it, one of them brags about raping and murdering a young girl. In hopes of catching 

Angela Hayes’ murderer, he secures a sample of DNA of the stranger (who is played by Bren-

dan Sexton III) and sends it for analysis to police. To his dismay (and Mildred’s, whom Dixon 

informs), the DNA does not match and the police is unable to pursue the case as it does not fall 

under their jurisdiction and there is not any evidence either: one of the many twists in this film. 

Upon hearing this, Dixon is devastated: has all this been for nothing? Before leaving the station, 

he procures his badge, which has been lost until then, and puts it on the table: “I found my 

badge after all” (1:43:03) The symbolism is uncanny and manifold. Finding it may symbolize 

his rediscovered pride and decency as a man and a cop (motif form Westerns). However, leav-

ing his badge immediately after suggests him accepting he does not deserve it. It also foreshad-

ows his and Mildred’s rather desperate and unlawful act of vigilantism. 

For a moment he contemplates suicide (from despair, unlike Willoughby) but then 

chooses to team up with Mildred to provide at least some justice: a vigilante criminal justice, 

but borne from a morally positive intention. Surely, abandoning the law and belief in lawful 

justice is far from what Willoughby would have wanted, but it seems that the tragic world of 

Three Billboards has obvious lack of such justice. So, whether Dixon manages to redeem him-

self is unclear. He does forgive Mildred (1:49:37), achieves the ‘calm’ and ‘thought’ as 

Willoughby advised, and in doing so, retaining some of his decency. But at the same he chooses 

to commit a crime of murder. This visible paradox suggests that all his personal development 
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up to that point came for naught. The final moments of doubt suggest ambivalence in the pos-

sible conclusion, and it is again up to the audience to decide: McDonagh however builds the 

characters and their circumstances in a way that leaves the audience unsure. Applauding the 

two for venturing to kill unlawfully is undeniably immoral, but with the omnipresent injustice 

of the film’s reality and empathy generated by the fates of the characters the audience will face 

yet another dilemma of an ethical nature. It is really up to the audience, which chooses the fate 

of the two ‘protagonists’, but it is due to McDonagh’s mastery in character creating that ensures 

audience will care. By writing characters with dissimilar moralities, he gives them additional 

substance. Yet again, McDonagh seems to withdraw from moralizing the audience, he simply 

tells a story.  

As was stated before, both Mildred and Dixon do achieve some kind of closure which 

is either morally dubious vigilantism or the return to ordinary life without any answer nor jus-

tice. Tim Parks suggested that the conclusion is in the likes of action films, where the positive 

characters win. He suggests audience’s delight in this: 

And this, it appears, is what we want: to be on the winning side in our goodness and our 

toughness. As with “Rambo” years ago, and as with the cowboy Westerns of the past. 

We love winners. Watching such films, we become them. What makes this version 

sicker is its claim to moral superiority at the expense of a community that it has taken 

no time to examine. We live in brutal, self-righteous, entertaining times.22 

While this notion of unexamined community is quite valid (as are some of the motifs of West-

erns present in the film such as one person against a whole town, taking justice into one’s hands, 

etc.) the notion of “winning” is up to debate as is the “moral superiority” in this film. The 

characters only reached a certain point of clarity: some way out of their despair, even if mo-

mentary and through crime. But are these characters really “winners”? And does the audience 

feels that way? The reconciliation of the two characters would be applauded by the audience, 

 
22 Tim Parks, “‘The feel-good fallacies of “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri‘“, The New Yorker, 

March 1, 2018, <https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/the-feel-good-fallacies-of-three-billboards-

outside-ebbing-missouri> 11 Oct. 2019 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/the-feel-good-fallacies-of-three-billboards-outside-ebbing-missouri
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/the-feel-good-fallacies-of-three-billboards-outside-ebbing-missouri
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were it not for the fact that they are about to commit a serious crime. The audience naturally 

sided with Mildred in the first place, but her violent outburst – setting the police station on fire 

and disfiguring Dixon – showed the character in another light.  Dixon’s own way toward re-

demption seems more-or-less thwarted now. A fitting quote from the character of Willoughby 

sums the situation aptly: “It ain’t really about winning or losing, though, is it?” (29:39) Riding 

out to kill a supposed criminal in order to accomplish a fleeting semblance of justice after going 

through nigh absolute despair can hardly be considered winning. As for the moral superiority, 

it is a plausible point that McDonagh did not examine the “community” in great detail for this 

film but nevertheless, every major character (and even minor one) is portrayed not as a carica-

ture or cliché, but as human beings capable of both kindness and spite, ignorance and under-

standing. There is no indication of a moral high ground expressed by McDonagh, but merely a 

rendition of personal stories. And that is what the film seems to strive for: the deepness of the 

individual characters. If anything, the film seems to suggest quite the opposite of a classic West-

ern ending. More akin to an anticlimactic ending, the characters are about to delve deeper into 

the spiral of violence to reach even greater despair. But yet again, perceptive audience will 

engage in this complex development and will realize that the conclusion to this story is hardly 

like in the typical action films: one will hardly find a morally unambiguous ending where good 

defeats the evil. The depth of the main characters and the way McDonagh develops them in 

regard to ethics both suggest that considering the characters moral or immoral is left for the 

audience to decide.  The audience does not see whether the duo will truly commit the murder, 

they can only speculate. As with In Bruges, where the audience is left to ponder whether Ray 

will survive or not, Three Billboards also offers an ambiguous ending. And it seems to enter 

the ‘grey’ area more completely than any of McDonagh’s cinematic conclusions.
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Conclusion 

This thesis endeavoured to explicate a way McDonagh approaches morality in his “non-Irish” 

work as well as to prove that he, as an author of dark comedies, does not disregard ethical 

themes, despite the possible implications of the genre itself. As it was suggested here, 

McDonagh does not adhere to any fixed moral ideology or even a unified set morality perme-

ating all his “non-Irish” work. Instead he explores, in the vein of post-modernism, various per-

spectives on ethical issues through the medium of the characters he creates. Suggesting moral 

relativism, almost all characters McDonagh creates have various moral codes that comment on 

several themes of morality: whether it is responsibility, justice, redemption, or retribution. Yet 

what sets him apart is the relativistic notion that there are no moral absolutes in his work. He 

explores plethora of ethical issues and individual moralities but without expressing any firm 

and adamant ethical system at the core of his work: as an author, he subordinates all of it to the 

subjective perspectives of his masterfully crafted characters.  

It is therefore analysing their perspectives, their moral codes that constitute discussion of ethical 

nature. Crucial to this process is also McDonagh’s engagement with the audience/reader, who 

is made to consider moral implications for him/herself: McDonagh rarely ascribes his specific 

moral conclusions but rather leaves the audience to consider these themselves.  

 In Pillowman (2003), McDonagh’s first ‘non-Irish’ work, the issue of authorial respon-

sibility and individual moral codes of the characters were the focuses. As the first discussed 

play, it generally exemplified the mode in which McDonagh explores issues of morality. Ka-

turian, the main protagonist and a writer, mirrors McDonagh in the way that he does not force 

the audience/reader to any particular conclusion. Interesting were also the two characters of the 

policemen, each of them revealing their specific moral codes.  

 Behanding in Spokane (2010), although generally deemed to be a secondary work in 

author’s oeuvre, explores the theme of racial prejudice. Each of the characters in the play offer 
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one perspective on this sensitive theme and although the play features racial slurs and the con-

troversial character of Carmichael, the overall treatment of this moral issue seems exploratory 

rather than perpetuating racial prejudice. Despite showing the absurdities and shortcomings of 

such prejudices, McDonagh’s depiction are sometimes deliberately shocking, but rarely 

thoughtless. 

 Hangmen (2015), McDonagh’s most tame play, is significant not only for its historical 

inspiration with 1960s Northern England but also because of its controversial ethical theme: 

capital punishment. Set in the immediate aftermath of the abolition of hanging, the story focuses 

on an ex-hangman Harry and a mysterious stranger Mooney. Through these two characters the 

questions concerning responsibility and justice are being discussed. It becomes apparent, that 

not only the assumption of responsibility is relative in this play, but also the justice itself seems 

to be working similarly so.  

 The second major part of the thesis contained analysis of “non-Irish” films McDonagh 

directed and wrote the screenplay for. And it was immediately in his first feature film, In Bruges 

(2008) where he proves significant engagement in the themes of morality: in this case, he en-

tertained the possibility of redemption. Following the story of hitman Ray, who accidentally 

killed an innocent child, the audience perceives a clash of two moral codes. For Harry, Ray’s 

superior, this transgression can be met only with death, as his strict and archaic ‘gangster’ moral 

code commands. For Ken, Ray’s friend and colleague, it is not quite that easy. With his own 

code infused with religious morality he sees the capacity for redemption, for forgiveness. Yet 

in the end, it is up to the audience to decide whether Ray is or is not worthy of redemption. 

 In Seven Psychopaths (2012), McDonagh seems to focus on the theme of violence and 

retribution. In spite of a rather unruly plot, characters akin to caricatures and gleeful depiction 

of violence, this time McDonagh arguably aimed to relay an overall moral message: through 
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the central character of Marty, whose resolution is the denouncement of violence. In this in-

stance, given the excessive violence seen on-screen, the sincerity of such message may seem 

problematic. 

 Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri (2017), McDonagh’s last film yet, again 

turns to the theme of responsibility and retribution, as well as justice. The main character Mil-

dred, whose daughter was murdered, seeks to find justice for her child by ‘waging war’ on local 

police department. At the same time, it focuses on the development of the character of Dixon, 

local cop, whose moral perspective is changed throughout the story. Especially significant, as 

in the case of In Bruges, is the ambivalent ending, in which all the issues regarding justice and 

retribution come full circle: the crucial concluding dilemma, whether to pursue individual jus-

tice, when lawful justice cannot help, or not. Just as the two characters Mildred and Dixon are 

not entirely resolved, so is the audience. McDonagh really is not bent on answering for the 

audience, as doing so would mean to compromise his rather particular way of creating stories. 

 While the reasons behind omitting this major portion of author’s work were given in the 

introductory chapter, it is by no means to say such endeavour should be futile. Moreover, fo-

cusing on this still rather overlooked aspect of McDonagh’s work may promote further, more 

complex research in similar areas: especially in regard to Three Billboards. McDonagh’s oeuvre 

is diverse enough to offer far more than ‘just’ brilliant comedy: it is also a body full of various 

themes and exciting incentives for deeper thought.   
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